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Abstract 
Dilusha S. Dalpathado, PhD 

Department of Chemistry, December 2007 
University of Kansas 

 
Glycosylation is among the important post-translational modifications 

that occurs in proteins. In particular the heterogeneity of the glycan moiety 

can affect a range of physio-chemical properties of a glycoprotein. Thus the 

increasing interest in glycan function has created a need for sensitive 

detection and analysis.  

Mass spectrometric methods are described herein to obtain structural 

information from glycans. There are two common ways of characterizing 

glycans by mass spectrometry. The first method involves releasing glycans 

from protein, purification followed by mass spectrometric analysis. The 

second approach involves the analysis of glyopeptides after subjecting the 

glycoprotein to enzymatic digestion.  

The first approach is widely used as a method of getting structural 

information. In this approach, glycans are usually derivatized using reductive 

amination to facilitate detection. An improved reductive amination procedure 

is introduced herein with less toxic reagents. In these experiments 

NaBH(OAc)3  was used as the reducing agent which is an  alternative to the 

toxic, but extensively used, reducing agent, NaBH3CN.  

The glycan release method is very useful in getting structural 

information about glycans. However if one needs to obtain an understanding 

about how these glycan structures affect the function of glycoproteins on a 
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molecular level, it is important to characterize the glycans in a glycosylation 

site-specific manner. The feasibility of site-specific analysis is demonstrated 

here by characterizing glycans of follicle stimulating hormone in two 

mammalian species.  

Finally, a statistical approach (STEP – statistical test of equivalent 

pathways), which was developed on the ion trap mass spectrometry is 

extended to a routinely used instrument, the triple quad mass spectrometer. 

This method is capable of giving structural information for glycans and 

peptides. The STEP analysis is based on differentiating first generation 

product ions from the second-generation product ions in a tandem mass 

spectrum. This information is useful in getting information about ion 

genealogy.     

 Together, the three analytical methods developed herein for glycan 

and glycoprotein analysis serve as useful tools for future researchers who 

wish to characterize glycosylation on proteins.  Additionally, this thesis 

provides the first direct comparison of site-specific glycosylation profiles of 

follicle stimulating hormone, isolated from two different species. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction to the Analysis of Glycosylated Proteins 

 
1.1.   Introduction 

Glycomic analysis is an emerging technology that promises to 

contribute to diverse areas of science, including early disease detection, 

vaccine development, and control of the reproductive and immune systems.  

Glycomics studies focus on glycosylation which is one of the most common 

and important post translational modifications that occurs in proteins, and it 

has a direct impact on protein function.1, 2 Abnormal glycosylation is 

correlated with several disease states such as cancer, inflammatory diseases, 

and congenial disorders etc.3-5 Glycans are also being used as targets for 

designing vaccine candidates for AIDS 6-8 and cancer.9-11 While the 

importance of studying glycosylation has clearly been demonstrated, the 

glycosylation state of most proteins, along with the role of the glycans on 

those proteins, is still unknown. For instance, although 50% of the total 

number of proteins entered into the SWISS-PROT database are expected to 

be glycosylated, only ~ 10% of these proteins’ glycans have been 

characterized 12, which indicates that significantly more research in 

glycosylation analysis is necessary, in order to better understand the 

structural and functional roles of glycans. There is no doubt that contribution 

from glycomics will facilitate promising new developments that could be used 

for disease diagnosis and management.  
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1.2.   Types of glycans 

Depending on the glycan attachment sites in the polypeptide chain, 

glycosylation can be divided into N- and O- linkage types.13 In N-linked 

glycosylation, glycans are attached to asparagines in the sequence 

containing Asn-Xxx-Ser/Thr, where Xxx corresponds to any amino acid 

except for proline.14 However, in a limited number of glycoproteins, presence 

of a cysteine has been identified instead of Ser/Thr in the amino acid 

sequence.15 O-linked glycosylation, consists of attaching the glycans to a 

serine (Ser) or a threonine (Thr), and this glycosylation does not require a 

unique sequence such as in the case of N-linked glycans.14 

Glycosylation takes place in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and golgi 

apparatus and is catalyzed by a series of enzymes.1, 13 All N-linked glycans 

are derived from the precursor Glc3Man9GlcNAc2, which is attached to the 

protein during translation.  While many of the pendant residues on this initial 

building block are eventually removed, a well-defined trimannosyl 

pentasaccharide core (Man3GlcNAc2) always remains (Figure 1.1), even after 

glycan modification.13  
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Figure 1.1: N- gycan precursor for all N-linked glycans. Adapted from 
reference 13.  

 

This precursor is subjected to various modifications in the ER and 

Golgi apparatus, which results in three types of glycan structures; high 

mannose, complex and hybrid.16 High mannose structures are formed from 

the precursor by cleaving the mannoses with α-mannosidases, without the 

addition of any new sugars.13 On the other hand, complex type glycans are 

formed both by removal and addition of sugars and are characterized 

according to the number of branches attached to the terminal mannose 

residues on the core structure.13,16 Depending on the number of branches 

attached, complex type glycans could be subdivided to bi-, tri- and tetra- 

antennary structures.16 Hybrid type glycans shares structural features both 

from high mannose and complex type glycans.13  The a pictoral 

representation of these glycans is shown Figure 1.2.    
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Figure 1.2: Three groups of N-linked glycans structures 

 

1.3.   Challenges in analyzing glycans 

Glycan analysis can be challenging due to several reasons. For 

instance, unlike in the case of proteins, glycan biosynthesis is governed by a 

series of enzymes present in the cell, and it does not rely on an underlying 

template.17 As a result, even though the cell can reproducibly generate a 

single amino-acid sequence each time it synthesizes a specified protein, the 

glycosylation does not conform to a single structure. It is typically very 

heterogeneous. Additionally, the enzymes responsible for glycosylation can 

be affected by the physiological state of the cell, thereby adding in even more 

variability to the resulting glycan profile and also allowing for the possibility of 
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modified profiles in certain disease states, where the cellular environment 

affects the glycosylation.13 Furthermore, analysis of glycans has been very 

challenging due to the limited quantities that are released from glycoproteins.    

 

1.4.   Methods of characterizing glycans and glycopeptides by mass 

spectrometry 

Mass spectrometry has proven to be an important tool for glycan 

analysis over the past few years, due to its high sensitivity, selectivity, and 

throughput. Early work in this area was performed using GC-MS, and these 

techniques are still being used today for detection of monosaccharide 

compositions.18, 19 Due to the nonvolatility of underivatized oligosaccharides, 

a significant expansion in glycosylation analysis by mass spectrometry 

occurred with the advent of soft ionization techniques such as fast atom 

bombardment (FAB), electrospray ionization (ESI) and matrix assisted laser 

desorption/ionization (MALDI).  Additionally, since soft ionization methods 

typically do not fragment the precursor ions, they are well suited for analyzing 

complex mixtures. Therefore mass spectrometry generally overcomes the 

limitations of other methods of glycan analysis, which require substantial 

purification.  

There are two approaches of characterizing glycans using mass 

spectrometry. In the first approach, glycans are cleaved from the glycoprotein 

enzymatically or chemically and are subjected to purification prior to mass 
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spectral analysis.14 There are several review papers that describe this 

analytical approach.14, 20, 21 However, the utility of this method is limited when 

more than one glycosylation site is present on the glycoprotein, because it 

fails to correlate glycan structure with the different attachment sites. This 

information can be retained by using another approach, which is to 

characterize glycopeptides after subjecting the glycoprotein to proteolysis.22-24 

This method of analyzing glycans is rapidly developing and less established, 

compared to analysis of released carbohydrates. Using glycopeptide analysis, 

the glycan structure can be readily correlated to the attachment site, due to 

the presence of the peptide portion on each glycopeptide. Because the 

glycosylation information is connected to the glycosylation site in which the 

glycan is attached, this approach is often referred to as “a glycosylation site-

specific analysis.” The information obtained in a site-specific manner can be 

important in correlating glycosylation profiles with individual glycosylation 

sites, which is useful in developing an understanding of the protein structure 

on a molecular level. This type of molecular-scale information is critical in 

understanding structure-function relationships.  
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1.5.   Steps associated in characterizing glycopeptides by mass 

spectrometry  

Glycopeptide analysis is usually performed in several steps. The 

schematic diagram illustrating these steps is shown in Figure 1.3. The first 

step involves isolating glycoprotein from complex biological mixtures.25-28 The 

glycoprotein is then subjected to a variety of chemical and biochemical 

reactions, such as reduction and alkylation (for glycoproteins containing 

disulfide bonds) and proteolysis; this is followed by purification (glycopeptide 

enrichment) and mass spectral analysis. 26  

 

 
Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of the steps involved in glycopeptide 
analysis  
 

1.5.1.   Isolating glycoproteins 

Traditionally, gel electrophoresis has been employed as a method 

capable of isolating glycoproteins of interest.29, 30 However due to glycan 

heterogeneity, multiple spots are observed on the gel for proteins having 

identical primary structure, which can be rather problematic.26, 31 Affinity 

chromatography is another method that could be used to isolate glycoproteins 
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from biological extracts like serum, human urine, cell culture lysate etc.28, 32, 33 

For a protein-specific analysis, an antibody can be used. To isolate a broad 

range of glycosylated proteins, columns having immobilized lectins are 

employed. Lectins are proteins that have an affinity to bind to different types 

of carbohydrates.28 Some examples of lectins include concanavalin A (Con 

A), wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) and jacaline etc.33 In order to get more 

coverage, more than one type of lectin can be used.27 These lectins can be 

arranged in different columns in series 34 or they can be combined in a single 

affinity column.33 

 

1.5.2.   Reduction and alkylation    

Before proteolytic digestion is performed on a glycoprotein, it has to be 

unfolded so that the protease can act efficiently. One way to denature the 

protein is by adding denaturating agents such as surfactants to the initial 

buffer solution.35 Examples of such surfactants include sodium dodecylsulfate 

(SDS), urea, guanidine hydrochloride (GHCl) and RapiGest SF (trade name 

for sodium-3-[2-methyl-2-undecyl-1,3-dioxolan-4-yl)-methoxy]-1-

propanesulfonate) 35. In addition, denaturation can also be achieved by 

subjecting the glycoprotein to reduction and alkylation. Usually DTT 

(dithiothreitol) and IAA (iodoacetamide) are used as reducing and alkylating 

reagents respectively.28, 35 In this step, disulfide bonds that hold the three 
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dimensional structure intact are broken, and the sulfhydryl groups are capped 

by alkylating agents, to prevent unwanted reformation of the bonds.36 

 

1.5.3.   Enzymes used in glycopeptide analysis  

Proteolysis of the glycoprotein is achieved using a variety of enzymes. 

Trypsin is a widely used enzyme that cleaves the protein at well-defined sites 

(on the C-terminal side of Lys and Arg).  The advantage of using an enzyme 

with this high level of specificity is that the peptide portion of the glycopeptide 

can readily be predicted, if the amino acid sequence of the protein is 

available. However, there are certain limitations when using trypsin. For 

instance, missed cleavages and the presence of multiple glycosylation sites 

on the same glycopeptide can complicate the data analysis. 37 In addition, the 

large non glycosylated peptides that exist in tryptic digests can suppress the 

signal of glycopeptides, which have much poorer ionization efficiency.38  

An alternative approach to proteolysis with trypsin is using non-specific 

enzymes like proteinase K 22, 37 and pronase 39, which can overcome some of 

the limitations of trypsin. However, predicting the peptide sequences that are 

produced in these digests is quite challenging. Non-specific enzymes cleave 

the glycoprotein in an undefined manner to produce shorter glycopeptides 

and peptides. On the positive side, reduction in the size of the peptide portion, 

results in obtaining smaller glycopeptides that could facilitate obtaining higher 

mass accuracy measurements.38 In addition, reducing the size of the peptide 
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results in inducing fragmentation on specifically the glycan portion of the 

glycopeptide.38 It is also is possible to use step-wise digestion with specific 

and non-specific enzymes.38 

 

1.5.4.   Glycopeptide purification methods 

Reverse phase purification is one of the common methods of purifying 

glycopeptides.40-42 The retention mechanism is governed by the hydrophobic 

character of the peptide portion, and as a result, glycans with different peptide 

portions generally elute at different times.42 This technique can be used on its 

own40-42 or can be combined with another purification technique.  Combining 

multiple purification methods helps to avoid signal suppression of 

glycopeptides from unmodified peptides in the mass spectrometer, and helps 

to enrich the glycopeptides, when they are present in a complex mixture 

containing nonglycosylated peptides.26  

The techniques that are combined with RP-HPLC include a variety of  

purification strategies such as lectin affinity chromatography,25, 26, 28  

carbohydrate based gels such as cellulose or sepharose 43, 44 and gel 

filtration, or size exclusion chromatography.45 Lectin affinity chromatography 

can be used to isolate glycopeptides with specific glycan structures, and the 

methodology used is similar to that described in the glycoprotein isolation 

section. Sepharose separation utilizes the formation of hydrogen-bonding 

between the carbohydrates on substrates as well as on the glycopeptides.44 
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Hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) or normal phase 

chromatography39, 46 and porous graphitized carbon which is an affinity 

purification method38, 47 are some other purification technique that have been 

implemented for purifying glycopeptides. HILIC makes use of the polar 

interactions between the hydroxyl groups of glycans and stationary phase.39, 

46 In this method the retention mechanism is governed by the size of the 

glycan, resulting in separating glycoforms with the same peptide moiety.39 

Porous graphitized carbon is well suited for enriching glycopeptides with 

smaller peptide portions but sufficient selectivity is not achieved with larger 

tryptic glycopeptides.44  

 

1.5.5.   Steps involved in assigning compositions for glycopeptides 
 

Fully characterizing the glycopeptides involves identifying the peptide 

containing the glycosylation site as well as characterizing the glycan 

structure. These two objectives are most easily obtainable if the analysis 

occurs in a step-wise fashion, as shown in Figure 1.4. First, it is important to 

identify with certainty whether or not the peaks in the mass spectrum 

correspond to glycopeptides. After verification, the peptide portions of the 

glycopeptides need to be identified, and this can be done using several 

methods, as described in more detail below. Finally the glycan portion of the 

glycopeptide needs to be characterized, and the assignment should be 

validated with MS/MS data.  
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Figure 1.4: Steps involved in assigning compositions for glycopeptides 
 

1.5.5.1.   Identification of glycopeptide ions 

When glycopeptides are subjected to collision induced dissociation, 

marker ions corresponding to low molecular weight oxonium ions such as m/z 

163 (Hex+), m/z 204 (HexNAc+), m/z 366 (Hex-HexNAc+) and m/z 292 

(NeuNAc+) are produced 23, 40, provided the instrument has the ability to scan 

down to these low masses. These ions can be used as diagnostic ions to 

detect the presence of glycopeptides in the mass spectrum. Marker ions can 

also be generated at the skimmer region of the mass spectrometer. This is 

done by placing a high potential on the ion optics next to the skimmer causing 

ion fragmentation, due to acceleration.41 This process could be coupled with 

single ion monitoring (SIM) for the detection of marker ions with high 

sensitivity.40, 48, 49 Precursor and product ion scanning experiments can be 

performed to identify the glycopeptides using the marker ions mentioned 

above.23, 40, 50  

In general, glycopeptides fragment to produce glycosidic cleavage ions 

of the Y and B type49 (nomenclature by Demon and Costello51). As a result, 
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consecutive losses of 162 Da (Hexose), 203 Da (HexNAc), and 291 Da 

(NeuNAc) are frequently observed in CID spectra. The presence of these ions 

also can be used as a tool for confirming the presence of a glycopeptide.43 In 

addition, neutral loss scan experiments can be performed making use of this 

occurrence to detect glycopeptides.39 Moreover, when MS/MS experiments 

are performed on glycopeptide ions generated by a MALDI-Qq-TOF, usually 

there are four peaks that appear on the TOF spectrum that can be used as 

diagnostic ions. These peaks include [Peptide + H]+, [peptide +H -17]+, 

[Peptide + GlcNAc +H ]+, and [Peptide + C2H2NHAc]+.52, 53 Similar results had 

also been observed when the experiments were performed on a MALDI-

TOF/TOF-MS instrument.54 In this case, in addition to the ions mentioned 

above, there were two other ions that were observed at [Peptide + GlcNAc 

Fucose + H]+ and [Peptide + GlcNAc  + 2Fucose + H]+ due to the core 

structure being fucosylated (Figure 1.5). When the peptide is unknown, the 

best way to identify these ions is to search for differences in peaks that 

correspond to 120 Da, 266 Da or 412 Da. These differences correspond to 

[Peptide + GlcNAc + H ]+ and [Peptide + C2H2NHAc]+,  [Peptide + GlcNAc 

Fucose + H]+ and [Peptide + C2H2NHAc]+ and [Peptide + GlcNAc  + 2Fucose 

+ H]+ and Peptide + C2H2NHAc]+ respectively.  
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Figure 1.5: The first N-acetylglucosamine residue is shown attached to 
Asparagine (Asn). Fragmentation patterns correspond to the ions 
observed in the MS/MS spectra from glycopeptides generated by MALDI 
having differences in core fucosylation.  a) no fucose b) one fucose c) 
two fucoses. Adapted from reference 53. 
 
 
1.5.5.2.   Identification of the peptide portion  

After determining which ions in the mass spectrum are likely to be 

glycopeptides, the compositional assignment of these ions is most readily 

achieved if the peptide portion is identified separately from the glycan portion. 

Characterizing the peptide can be challenging when using a non-specific 

enzymes for proteolysis, since a robust method of predicting the possible 

peptide candidates is not available. When a non-specific enzyme is used, one 

way to deduce the peptide is by identifying the glycan structure from MS/MS 

experiments first, and subtracting this mass from the precursor ions so that 

the remaining mass can be used to obtain a peptide mass. This can be done 

by scanning the peptide masses against the protein sequence obtained from 

Swiss-Prot using the program FindPep tool 

(http://ca.expasy.org/tools/findpept.html)39 The tool can also can be used to 
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obtain the mass of the peptide by making use of the Peptide + GlcNAc ion 

that appears on both the ESI and MALDI spectra.23, 35 The peptide mass can 

be determined by subtracting the mass of the GlcNAc from the ion 

corresponding to [Peptide + GlcNAc+ H]+. 

GlycoPep ID (http://hexosechem.ku.edu/suagr.php)37 is another 

promising  web-based tool can also be used to identify the peptide portion of 

glycoforms. This method makes use of the presence of cross ring cleavage 

ion products ( 0,2X  and 0,2A) in the MS/MS data.37 These two ions are 

complementary ions that result in fragmenting the GlcNAc residue connected 

to the peptide (Figure 1.6). The mass corresponding to the 0,2X (peptide + 83 

Da) can be used to infer the mass of the peptide portion. GlycoPep ID 

identifies the 0,2X or 0,2A ions in the MS/MS data in an automated fashion, so 

manual interpretation of the data is obviated. 

 

 

Figure 1.6: 0,2X  and 0,2A cross ring fragmentations which occurs duing 
MS/MS on the first N-acetylglucosamine residue attached to Asparagine 
(Asn). 
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In addition to obtaining the peptide mass in MS/MS experiments, 

several researchers have determined that additional information about the 

peptide sequence can be obtained, under certain conditions. For instance, 

when CID MS/MS experiments are performed on glycopeptides using MALDI-

Qq-TOF,52, 53 MALDI-TOF/TOF,54 and MALDI-QIT-rTOF55 instruments, 

fragments from both the peptide and glycan can be detected. In contrast, 

peptide fragmentation will occur only to a very small extent on an ESI-QIT27 or 

a ESI-QqQ mass spectrometer23 during the first collisional activation event. 

However, this is only a minor disadvantage for ion traps, because a wealth of 

information regarding the peptide can be obtained if another stage of tandem 

mass spectrometry is performed on the ion containing the peptide and the 

GlcNAc residue.27, 55, 56   

Usually MS/MS data obtained by Collision Induced Dissociation (CID)  

of glycopeptides are dominated by glycosidic cleavage of the sugar moeities 

and y and b type ions from the peptide portion. In addition to MS/MS by CID, 

ECD (electron-capture dissociation)57-59 and ETD (electron transfer 

dissociation)27, 60  are two other MS/MS techniques that could be performed 

on glycopeptides, to obtain information about the peptide fragmentation. In 

both these techniques, the glycan portion remains intact while the peptide 

fragments to give both z and c type ions 27, 59, 60. ECD experiments are usually 

performed on FT-ICR instruments while ETD can be performed in an ion trap 

mass spectrometers.27  
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Two techniques that do not require MS/MS data for identifying the 

peptide portion include Edman sequencing and PNGase F treatment. In 

Edman sequencing,22, 24 all the amino acids in the glycopeptide sequence 

except for the glycosylated amino acid are identified as PhNCS derivatives. 

The peptide sequence can be interpreted from this information.22 Another 

method to get the peptide mass is to cleave the glycans from the fractions 

that are collected during purification. This process is done by using the 

enzyme, PNGase F. The enzyme cleaves the N-glycosydic bond resulting in 

converting the asparagine at the N-glycosylated site to aspartic acid. The 

peptide mass is calculated by taking the difference before and after treating 

the glycopeptide fractions with PNGase.42, 61 Alternatively, the de-glycosylated 

peptide ions can be identified and sequenced using mass spectrometry. 

 

1.5.5.3. Composition assignment of glycopeptides 

Once the peptide is identified, the glycopeptide compositions can be 

characterized using data bases such as Glycopep DB 

(http://hexose.chem.ku.edu)22, 62 or GlycoMod (http://us.expasy.org/cgi-

bin/glycomod.pl).38, 52 To use these tools, the mass spectrum is converted to a 

peak list and searched against these databases for possible matches. The 

former site has the advantage over the latter site in that the peak list of all 

multiply charged species can be used to search for matches, without having 

to convert the peak list to singly charged species. In addition Gycopep DB 
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contains only biologically relevant glycans, resulting in much more expiditous 

data interpretation. Although there are several websites that are capable of 

identifying glycans,63-65 web-enabled glycopeptide analysis is mainly 

accomplished using the two sites given above. Since the output of these 

websites depends on the mass error that is specified by the user, the search 

is more effective if the data is obtained on a high-resolution mass 

spectrometer.22, 24 After the compositions have been obtained, they can be 

further verified by MS/MS experiments. 

 

1.6.   Summary of Glycopeptide Analysis 

Glycopeptide analysis is challenging work that requires expertise in 

sample preparation, mass spectral data acquisition, and computer-assisted 

data analysis.  Many recent research advances have facilitated this work, and 

glycopeptide analysis is now becoming a more common approach for 

analyzing glycoproteins.  While these experiments are more challenging than 

studying released glycans, they provide critical information about which 

carbohydrates are attached to which glycosylation sites, for multiply 

glycosylated proteins. The studies allow researchers to obtain molecular-

scale information about glycoprotein structures, and they open the doorway to 

understanding the complexities of how glycosylation structures affect protein 

function.  
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1.7.  Other methods of characterizing glycans on glycoproteins 

Structural analysis of glycans is quite a complicated process because it 

involves determining a number of parameters such as nature and order of 

monosaccharides, branching points, anomericity of the glycosidic bonds (α or 

β), stereochemistry of residues (D or L), and nature of substituents (sulfate, 

phosphate etc).66 There is no single analytical method that is capable of 

routinely giving all this information.66 However this not a major drawback, 

since often total characterization of carbohydrates is not necessary. Apart 

from mass spectrometric analysis of glycopeptides,, which was discussed in 

detail above, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) and 

enzymatic analysis are two major techniques that could be used to 

characterize glycans on glycoproteins.66   

 

1.7.1.   Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) 

Out of these methods, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy 

(NMR) can be considered as one of the single most powerful techniques that 

could provide detailed information about the carbohydrates on 

glycoproteins.66, 67 In this technique, interactions of radio-frequency 

electromagnetic radiation with magnetically active nuclei (1H and 13C) are 

studied in the presence of an external magnetic field.67 In 1H-NMR only the 

protons that are attached directly to the carbon atom are taken into 

consideration, and the samples are usually dissolved in D2O to replace fast 
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exchanging protons that are present in OH groups with deuterium atoms, to 

avoid broad lines in the spectrum.67, 68 1H-NMR spectroscopy is suitable for 

analyzing oligosaccharides, reduced oligosaccharide and glycopeptides.67 

However, a disadvantage of this method is that it requires large amounts of 

sample that needs to be purified well before the analysis.66, 67 

Oligosaccharides are much easier to analyze using this method than 

glycopeptides, due to the lack of spectral overlap between the glycans and 

the peptides and the ease of purification.67 Data analysis is usually performed 

using a fingerprint matching technique whereby the 1D 1H-NMR spectrum of a 

unknown carbohydrate is matched against a database.66, 67, 69, 70 However, if a 

spectrum does not match a spectrum in the database more complex 

experiments such as two dimensional total correlation spectroscopy (TOCSY) 

and rotating-frame (NOE) spectroscopy (ROESY) should be performed.66, 67, 

71   

 

1.7.2.   Enzymatic analysis 

Enzymatic analysis is a biochemical technique that has been widely 

used to obtain information regarding the nature, stereochemistry and 

anomericity of monosaccharides in glycoproteins.66 In this method, glycan 

sample is divided into several aliquots and each aliquot is incubated with one 

or more sequence specific exoglycosydases.1 If the appropriate linkage is 

present in the glycan structure, a cleavage product is observed. This product 
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can be detected by various techniques such as chromatography 72, mass 

spectrometry 73, 74 and gel electrophoresis.75 This method has usually been 

performed on glycans that have been released from the peptide backbone 

using an enzymatic method (PNGase-F)76 or chemical methods (anhydrous 

hydrazine).77, 78 The released glycans are usually labeled prior to performing 

the enzymatic analysis to facilitate the detection. One method of labeling a 

glycan is to attach a fluorescent compound such as 2- aminobenzamide.79 

Radio labeling is another method of labeling glycans and it is performed by 

reducing the glycan with NaBT4 80 or NaB[3H]4.72
 However, MALDI-MS has 

been used as a method of detection by several investigators to detect the 

products of an enzymatic reaction without prior labeling of glycans after they 

have been released.73, 74 One of the disadvantages of enzymatic analysis is 

that specific enzymes are still not available for some linkages.1 

 

1.7.3.   High performance anion exchange chromatography (HPAEC) 

High performance anion exchange chromatography (HPAEC) with 

pulsed amperometric detection (PAD) has been a technique that had been 

used to separate oligosaccharides according to their molecular size, linkage 

and composition 81, 82. The presence of large number of hydroxyl groups in 

glycans makes it amendable to electrochemical detection techniques. This 

method has the advantage of detecting underivatized ologosaccharides at a 

relatively low concentration levels.81, 83 However, since this is essentially a 
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separation technique, it is important to calibrate the instrument with standards 

that have been characterized by another reliable method. Therefore this 

method cannot be used on its own.     

While NMR, enzymatic analysis, and HPLC-PAD all have utility in 

analyzing glycans from glycoproteins, each of these methods suffers from a 

need for a purified starting compound.  Since biologically relevant glycans are 

always present in complex mixtures, analytical methods that can 

accommodate their innate heterogeneity are generally more efficient. Mass 

spectrometry is well-suited for mixture analysis, so it is the analytical method 

of choices for most of the work presented in this thesis.  Accordingly, the 

fundamentals of mass spectrometry are described in detail below.           
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1.8.   Mass spectrometry 

Mass spectrometry (MS) is a powerful analytical technique that is 

widely used to obtain both quantitative and qualitative information from 

various molecules. This technique has undergone tremendous developments 

from the time the initial studies were performed by J.J Thompson in 1912.18 

MS is capable of detecting mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) from samples that 

form gas phase ions.84 The output from this method is recorded in the form of 

a spectrum consisting of relative abundances (or intensities) verses the m/z 

values.84 A typical mass spectrometer consists of three basic components 

(Figure 1.7), the ion source, analyzer and the detector. In addition, sample 

inlet system and a data recording system are present as supplementary 

components. Low pressure conditions are usually maintained in analyzer and 

detector regions in order to avoid collisions between background gas 

molecules and ions.84  

 

 

Figure 1.7: Basic components of a mass spectrometer. Adapted from 
reference 84. 
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1.9.   Ionization sources 

There are two methods of introducing the sample into a mass 

spectrometer. One method is to use direct insertion where by the sample is 

introduced in a probe or on a plate.85 Both vaporization and ionization can be 

facilitated by heating the sample probe or by subjecting the sample to a laser 

treatment. The other method of sample introduction is by direct infusion. This 

method is usually performed by either liquid or gas chromatography 

techniques.85 

 There are many different ionization sources that are commercially 

available that fall into the two categories mentioned above. They include 

electron impact (EI),86 chemical ionization (CI),87 fast atom bombardment 

(FAB),88 matrix-assisted later desorption/ionization (MALDI),89 and 

electrospray ionization (ESI).90 These different sources ionize samples by 

different methods. For instance in EI, ionization is usually achieved by 

electron capture or by electron ejection to form a radical anion or a radical 

cation.85, 91 Some of the common ionization mechanisms when using other 

ionization sources include protonation /deprotonation, cationization and direct 

transfer of a charged molecule to gas phase.85 The internal energy deposited 

on the analyte molecule will vary between the different ionization sources.18 

For instance extensive fragmentation can be observed in some ionization 

techniques, like EI, that are very energetic, and only the molecular ion can be 

observed with some of the softer ionization techniques, such as FAB, ESI and 
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MALDI.18 El and CI ionization sources are more suitable for analytes that are 

thermally stable and volatile.18 In addition, these sources are well suited for 

analyzing molecules much smaller than the common biological compounds.85 

However the softer ionization techniques are capable of analyzing thermally 

labile compounds having very high molecular masses.18, 85 The development 

of new generation softer ionization techniques has indeed been a major 

breakthrough in bio-molecular analysis.     

 

1.9.1.   Electrospray ionization 

Electrospray ionization has undergone remarkable growth in LC/MS 

applications over the last fifteen years. ESI produces gaseous ions from 

compounds that are extracted directly from the solution phase.18, 92 The 

electrospray is created by the formation of charged droplets in the presence 

of an electric field.92-96 This technique had been used in the creation of 

aerosols and has existed long before it was used in mass spectrometry 

applications.97 When there is a liquid flow in the capillary in the absence of an 

electric field, the drops start to form at the end of the capillary and when the 

gravitational force exceeds their surface tension they detach from the surface. 

However if a potential is applied between the capillary and the counter 

electrode (3-6 kV), the droplets tend to have a horizontal trajectory which 

prevents it from falling.93 In addition, this field results in the partial separation 

of positive and negative ions in the solution inside the capillary.98 If the 
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analysis is performed in the positive ion mode, the negative ions tend to be 

driven inside the capillary whereas the positive ions stay on the surface of the 

liquid.98 As a result of the repulsions between the positive ions and the pull of 

the electric field the liquid at the end of the tip overcomes the surface tension 

and expands into a cone (Taylor cone). Charged droplets are formed from 

breaking this cone.98 The solvent molecules are removed from the charged 

droplets by going through a sheath of inert gas and/or heated capillary.18 98 A 

schematic diagram of the electrospray process is shown in Figure 1.8. 

 

 

Figure 1.8: A schematic diagram of an electrospray process.  Adapted 
from reference 97. 

 

There are two mechanisms that explain the formation of droplets. 

However some parts of these mechanisms are still controversial.98, 99 The two 

mechanisms include charge residue model (CRM) and ion evaporation model 
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(IEM) which were originally proposed by Malcolm Dole et al 100 and Iribarne et 

al 101 respectively. In both mechanisms the droplet decreases its size by 

evaporating the solvent, due to the gas which is injected coaxially.98 Since 

this decrease takes place at a constant charge (q), a point at which the 

surface tension exceeds the Coulombic repulsions is reached. This point is 

known as the Rayleigh limit.98 Coulombic fissions take place at this stage 

where smaller droplets are produced. These droplets also undergo the same 

process to produce even smaller droplets.18, 98 According to the CRM model, 

ions are produced by having successive Coulombic fission steps until there is 

no further solvent evaporation. On the other hand, the IEM theory proposes 

that Coulombic fission takes place only after reaching a certain radius after 

solvent evaporation. Ions carrying a single charge (M+) are then directly 

emitted from this droplet to the gas phase.98       

A striking feature of electrospray mass spectra is that it is capable of 

producing multiple charged species.18, 96 This phenomenon is due to the 

presence of several ionizable groups in a molecule. For instance, usually for 

approximately every 1000 Da of a given protein, there would be an additional 

charge acquired by the molecule. In addition, electrospray ionization could 

also be used in the absence of ionizable sites, through the formation of 

various adducts of sodium, ammonium and acetate etc.18  
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1.10.   Analyzers 

The ions that are produced from the source enter the analyzer. The 

analyzer represents the heart of a mass spectrometer and is responsible for 

separating the ions according to their mass to charge ratios. There can be 

two types of analyzers depending on where the separation takes place in the 

mass spectrometer.85 For instance, ions can be separated in time or in space. 

In the former the separation occurs at different physical locations in the mass 

spectrometer. Triple quadrupole and (QqQ) and quadrupole time of flight are 

two analyzers that separate ions according to time. Trapping instruments 

such as Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) and two or three 

dimensional quadrupole ion traps are two examples of analyzers that can 

separate ions in space.85 In these instruments the separation occurs within 

the same trapping volume but at different times.  

 

1.10.1. Triple quadrupole mass spectrometer 

A triple quadrupole mass spectrometer consists of three sets of 

quadrupoles, and it is represented by QqQ. The first and the last set of 

quadrupoles (Q) are typically two single quadrupole mass spectrometers 

having both the RF and direct current (DC) potentials while the central 

quadrupole (q) consists of only a RF potential, and it can contain collision 

gas.18 
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A quadrupole mass analyzer consists of four parallel, symmetrical rods 

that are mounted in a square arrangement. The field within the analyzer is 

created by applying a RF and direct current (DC) potential to the opposite 

pairs of rods.18, 102, 103 The potentials applied on the rods can be given by the 

following equations.18  

 

Where Φ0 is the potential applied, ω represents the angular frequency = 2πv 

where v is the frequency of RF voltage, V is the amplitude of the RF potential 

and U is the direct potential. A schematic diagram of a quadrupole is shown in 

Figure 1.9. 

 

Figure 1.9: A schematic diagram of a quadrupole. Adapted from 
reference 104.  
 
 

 When ions created by the source enter the quadrupole, they 

experience trajectories under the influence of the field that is created. Only 

the ions having stable trajectories are successful at passing through the 

quadrupole towards the detector. The ions having unstable trajectories are 
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lost by colliding with the electrode.102, 103 The stability for a given m/z will 

depend upon the RF potential, magnitude of the frequency associated and 

the ratio of RF and DC (U) potential amplitudes.102 The resolution becomes 

zero when there is no direct current applied. However, the resolution can be 

increased by increasing the ratio of V/U.102 This is because at a given time, 

m/z’s corresponding to a single value can be made to transmit to the detector 

by making only those ions to have a stable trajectory.102 A mass spectrum 

can be generated using two methods. One method is to scan the values of V 

and U at a constant U/V ratio keeping the frequency constant. The other 

method is to scan the frequency while holding the V and the U constant.102  

 

1.10.1.1.   MS/MS in the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer      

Tandem mass spectrometry or MS/MS experiments can be performed 

in the triple quadrupole instrument due to the presence of the second 

quadrupole containing the neutral gas.18 There are various types of scanning 

events that could be performed to acquire different types of MS/MS 

experiments on a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer.18 They are product 

ion scan, parent ion or precursor ion scan, and neutral loss scan18 The 

product ion scan is performed by fixing the first quadrupole to transmit only 

the ion of interest. This ion then enters the second quadrupole where it is 

subjected to collisions with inert gas molecules to smaller fragments. The 

product ions are scanned using the third quadrupole.18 The precursor ion 
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scan is performed by fixing the third quadrupole to transmit only a selected 

ion, while at the same time scanning the first quadrupole. All precursor ions 

that give the selected fragment as a product are detected. In the neutral loss 

scan, both first and the third mass analyzers are scanned for a constant loss. 

The only precursor ions that give the chosen loss are detected.18        

  

1.10.2.   The 3D quadrupole Ion trap mass spectrometer (QIT-MS) 

A 3D quadrupole ion trap can be considered as a three dimensional 

analogue of the linear quadrupole.102, 104 As mentioned before in a quadrupole 

mass analyzer, all ions with a stable trajectory pass through the filter and 

strike the detector. On the other hand, in a quadrupole ion trap, ions that 

possess a stable trajectory are trapped in a volume composed of 

electrodes.105 The 3D ion trap consists of three electrodes, consisting of two 

end-cap electrodes and one ring electrode. The ring electrode replaces two 

rods in a quadrupole, while the end cap electrode in an ion trap mass 

spectrometer replaces the other two rods.105 A cross section of an ion trap is 

shown in Figure 1.10.  
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Figure 1.10: Cross-sectional view of the quadrupole ion trap. Adapted 
from reference 104.  
 
 
  The ions enter the trap through the first end-cap electrode and are 

detected from an electron multiplier located outside the trap, near the second 

end-cap electrode. A quadrupole field is generated by applying a AC voltage 

(RF voltage) to either the end-caps or ring electrode or both.105 There could 

also be an optional DC voltage applied to the ring electrode or the end-caps.  

The stability of an ion in the axial (z) and radial (r) direction can be 

explained in terms of Mathieu’s parameters, az and qz. 
104, 105
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Where U and V are DC and RF potentials, ω is the angular frequency, 

trap dimensions are given by ro and zo in the axial and radial direction and m 

and e are mass and charge of the ion.  The stability of ions, as defined by az 

and qz, is controlled in commercial instruments by controlling V, the RF 

potential on the ring electrode.  Since ions are generally stable with a qz value 

between 0 and 0.908 in a quadrupole ion trap, ramping the voltage on the ring 

electrode increases qz for each ion and changes the stability of the ions.  

Controlling ion stability is important for a number of reasons, including ion 

storage and ejection.  Once the ions are unstable – and thus, ejected – they 

can be detected by the electron multiplier that is present after the endcap 

electrode, as shown in the previous figure.  This is described in more detail in 

section 1.10.2.2. 

 

1.10.2.1.   Trapping ions   

There are two methods of trapping ions in an ion trap mass 

spectrometer. One method is to raise the trapping field strength and the other 

method is to lower the ions’ kinetic energies once the ions have entered the 

trap.105 The field strength can be increased by changing the RF either as a 

pulse106, 107 or by ramping108 it up. This method is well suited with pulsed 

ionization techniques like MALDI.105 However, the most common method to 

trap ions is by lowering the kinetic energy of ions so that the ions are 

efficiently trapped in the trapping field.109 The kinetic energy can be lowered 
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by collisions with inert gas molecules in the trapping volume. For this method, 

the RF level has to be properly maintained such a way that it can both admit 

ions having high kinetic energy and also trap ions after they have lost 

energy.105  

 

1.10.2.2.   Ion detection 

Mass selective instability mode was the first method of detection that 

was utilized in commercial ion trap mass spectrometers.105 Using this method, 

mass analysis is performed by increasing the RF amplitude of the ion, 

resulting in increasing the ion’s qz value. Ions are ejected from the trap when 

the qz value becomes just greater than 0.908 due to having an unstable 

trajectory.105  

Resonance ejection has been another mode of ion detection method 

and this mode has made QIT-MS a very practical instrument.105 An ion 

possesses a unique motion in the trap when it is subjected to external 

voltages and this motion has a frequency known as the ions’s secular 

frequency. In the resonance ejection method, kinetic energy is provided to the 

ions in the form of a supplementary voltage that matches the ion’s secular 

frequency. This excites the ion in the axial direction, and the ions exit the trap 

after gaining sufficient energy. Usually during ejection, an RF potential (on 

either the ring or endcap electrodes) is ramped to modulate the ions’ secular 

frequencies.  Simultaneously, a supplementary voltage is applied at a fixed 
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frequency on the endcaps. The secular frequencies of ions change with the 

RF amplitude, and at one point, the supplementary voltage comes into 

resonance with the ions’ secular frequency and this results in increasing the 

ions’ kinetic energy, which causes the ion to get ejected.105, 110 The resolution 

and the sensitivity can be increased from this mode of analysis compared to 

the mass selective instability mode. Hence this method is used as the 

detection system in modern QIT instruments.105  

 

1.10.2.3.   MS/MS experiments in the ion trap mass spectrometer 

The MS/MS analysis starts by isolating the ion of interest in the trap 

followed by activation and detection.105 Isolation of a parent ion involves 

ejecting out ions that have both higher and the lower m/z values than the 

parent ion. These ions are ejected from the trap by the two ion ejection 

methods, mass selective instability mode and resonance ejection, 

respectively.105 After the ion of interest has been isolated, it is activated. 

Collision induced dissociation is one of the common methods of ion 

activation.111-113 In this process, the internal energy of a precursor ion is 

increased by collisions with a neutral gas, which results in decomposing it into 

smaller fragments.113 Resonance excitation is one of the common methods by 

which an ion can be excited to induce fragmentation.114-116 This process 

increases the probability of collisions with the neutral gas molecules. The 

theory behind resonance excitation is similar to the resonance ejection 
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process that was previously described. However in resonance excitation, the 

supplementary rf voltage amplitude and the time it is applied should be 

controlled so that enough energy is applied without ejecting the ions 105.  

Other investigators have also used a variety of other activation 

methods.105 These include boundary activated dissociation (BAD),117, 118 red 

shifted off resonance large amplitude excitation (RSORLAE),119, 120 and non 

resonance excitation.121 Activation methods that do not involve collision gas 

are surface induce dissociation (SID),122 infrared multiphoton dissociation 

(IRMPD),123, 124 electron capture dissociation (ECD),125 electron detachment 

dissociation (EDD)126 and electron transfer dissociation (ETD)127. In SID the 

ions gain kinetic energy by colliding with a surface such as an electrode 122, 

128 and energy deposition involves photons in IRMPD 123, 124. In ECD and 

EDD ions gained energy by electron-ion interactions 129 while in ETD it is due 

to ion-ion interactions127.  

The ability to perform MSn experiments is a unique feature of the ion 

trap mass spectrometer.104 This arises due to the ability to perform a 

sequence of isolating and fragmenting events. For instance a compound can 

be fragmented and the resulting fragments can further be isolated and 

fragmented.  
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1.10.3.   Linear ion trap mass spectrometer  

One of the limitations of the 3D ion trap is the space charge effect 

which arises as a result of having too many ions the in the trapping 

volume.102, 104, 105 Space charging occurs as a result of Coulombic repulsions 

between ions and causes the resolution to decrease.102, 105 In order to obtain 

good resolution, the ions having the same m/z have to be ejected as one 

packet to the detector. However, due to the space charging effect, the ions 

spread into a larger cloud and hit the detector over a longer time period giving 

broader peaks.105 In order to overcome this phenomenon, a new linear ion 

trap (LIT) has been built with increased ion storage capacity by different 

vendors, Thermo Finnigan 130 and Applied Biosystems.131 All the operating 

characteristics present in a three dimensional quadrupole ion trap have been 

retained in the linear ion trap (LIT).102, 130        

The Thermo Finnigan linear ion trap consists of a quadrupole similar to 

the quadrupole present in a triple quadrupole.130 The schematic diagram of a 

Thermo Finnigan linear ion trap is shown in Figure 1.11.  

 

Figure 1.11: Angled section of the two-dimensional LIT. Adapted from 
reference 102. 
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There are three axial sections for each rod. The axial confinement of 

ions is achieved by applying a DC potentials to front and rear lenses where as 

the radial confinement is achieved by applying a RF potential to the center 

section.102, 130 

 

 1.10.4.   Fourier Transform-ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR) 

FT-ICR is one of the most powerful mass analyzers, capable of having 

very high mass resolving power, which is critical in obtaining accurate mass 

measurements.105, 132 The resolving power depends on the magnetic field 

strength, and at present superconducting magnets with very high magnetic 

fields are being used for FT-ICR instruments.105, 132, 133 The most common 

geometry of this analyzer is a six sided cubic box located in a magnetic 

field.18, 105 There are three pairs of plates in each cell. They are trapping 

plates, detection plates and excitation plates (Figure 1.12).  

 

 

Figure 1.12: Cross-sectional view of the FT-ICR cell. Adapted from 
reference 105. 
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 The open ended cylindrical cell is another type of geometry that has 

been used for these instruments.133 The two ends function as the trapping 

electrodes and the center has four electrodes to do the same functions as 

mentioned before.133 The principle behind this instrument is based on 

monitoring the circular motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field.85 The 

magnetic field traps ions only in two dimensions.105 The motion of an ion in a 

magnetic field can be described by the following equations18, 105, 132, 133 and 

this is referred to as the cyclotron motion.   

 

 

In order for the ion to stabilize, the two forces have to be equal. 

           
Where m is the mass of the ion, r is the radius of the ion motion, e is the 

charge on the ion, B is the magnetic field strength and v is the velocity 

                                         

ωC is the angular velocity of the ion and is related to the cyclotron frequency 

(fc) by 
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Each mass-to-charge ratio will have a unique frequency because the 

magnetic field is usually fixed.  

 In addition to the cyclotron motion, two other motions are described in 

ICR instruments.133 The first one is called the trapping motion which is arises 

as a result of having an electric field in the third dimension to help trap ions. 

The other motion is called magnetron motion which results from a 

combination of magnetic and electric fields.105, 133 

 

1.10.4.1.   Trapping ions                     

Injecting ions into the analyzer is quite a challenging task because the 

ions have to penetrate a large magnetic field and also must slow down to get 

trapped in the cell.105 In order to facilitate the ions entering the cell, the front 

trapping plate is kept at a lower potential than the kinetic energy of ions. 

There are two things that could be done to prevent the ions from going past 

the rear trapping plate. One method is to have a higher voltage on the rear 

trapping plate and the other method is to decrease the kinetic energy after the 

ions have entered the cell.105 When a higher potential is placed on the rear 

trapping plate the ions that have kinetic energies lower than the rear trapping 

plate will turn around and go towards the front trapping plate and at this point 

this is kept at higher voltage than the kinetic energy of ions. More ions will 

stop from entering the cell when this happens. The time it takes for an ion to 

go from the front plate to the rear plate and back to the front plate will depend 
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on the mass of the ion. For instance the larger ions will have smaller 

velocities. The other method of trapping ions is to decrease the kinetic energy 

of the ions after entering the cell. This is done by colliding with a background 

gas.105      

 

1.10.4.2. Ion detection 

Ion detection in a Fourier Transform mass analyzer is performed inside 

the cell using the detection plates, and this is a two step process which 

involves ion excitation and detection.105 The ions are all simultaneously 

excited by applying a rapid scan of a larger frequency range for a short 

duration of time (1 µs).18, 105, 133 Ions absorb energy by resonance absorption 

when a frequency from this range matches with its characteristic frequency.18 

This causes the ions to gain kinetic energy.18  

It can be shown that all ions will have the same radius when excited by 

the same potential V0 applied over the same time (Texc) by the following 

equation.18 

 

As can be seen from this equation the radius in independent of the mass-to-

charge ratio.18 However, each ion will have a characteristic orbiting frequency 

and all ions that have the same mass-to charge ratio will move together as a 

packet.105 This movement of ions induces an image current on the detection 
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plates, which can be measured. The Fourier equations can be used to 

convert the time domain signal to time domain spectra.105  

 

1.10.4.3. MS/MS experiments in the FT-ICR mass spectrometer 

After an ion has been isolated in the ICR cell there are number of 

different methods that could be used to increase the kinetic energy of ions. 

Most of these techniques that are used are similar to the methods that were 

used with QIT-MS. Here too, collisional activation remains the most common 

method of activating ions.105 However, in order to get high resolution, an ultra 

low pressure environment has to be maintained, but it becomes problematic 

with the use of collision gas. However, a few approaches have been 

developed to help to overcome this problem.105, 134 Briefly one method 

involves pulsing the collision gas only during the collisional activation and the 

delaying the detection process so that the pressure can return to low values 

after pumping out the gas.134  

Another method of ion activation involves dipolar resonance excitation, 

which is similar to resonant excitation in QIT-MS.105 A limitation of this method 

is that the cyclotron radii of most ions that are produced are quite large which 

results in complicating the detection process. To overcome this several 

alternative resonance excitation processes have been developed.105 They are 

sustained off-resonance irradiation (SORI),135 multiple excitation collisional 

activation (MECA) 136, very low energy excitation (VLE).137    
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In addition surface induce dissociation (SID),128 UV photodissociation, 

138 infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD),139 black body infrared radiative 

dissociation (BIRD),140 electron capture dissociation (ECD)129 and electron 

detachment dissociation (EDD)141 are some of the other activation techniques 

that are used with no collision gas involved. 

 In summary, a wide range of mass analyzers are available for mass 

spectrometric detection of glycans.  The construction of the mass analyzer 

dictates its unique uses and applications.  Triple quadrupole instruments, for 

example, are uniquely suited to do precursor ion scanning and neutral loss 

scanning experiments, because of their geometry, containing three sets of 

quadrupole rods. They are one of the most commonly implemented 

instruments in the pharmaceutical industry because of these capabilities.  

Quadrupole ion trap instruments are also routinely used because they can be 

manufactured affordably and they have the ability to do MSn experiments.  

Finally, FT-ICR-MS analysis allows for high-resolution analysis, which is 

particularly important in analyzing glycopeptides.   
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1.11.   Overview and summary of the following chapters 

In the work presented herein, mass spectrometric experiments are 

designed to extract information about glycans’ structures on glycoproteins. 

This research is significant for two reasons. First, glycoproteins are an 

important class of macromolecules that are released in very minute 

quantities. Characterizing glycans in glycoproteins usually involves analyzing 

complex mixtures of either glycans or glycopeptides. Therefore developing 

methods on an instrument such as a mass spectrometer is important because 

it is very sensitive and can handle complex mixtures. Second, developing 

methods on a mass spectrometer can be useful because this technique is a 

high throughput analytical method that can provide data faster than other 

currently available analytical techniques for analyzing glycoproteins, reducing 

the analysis time.    

There were three goals that were met in this research. The first goal is 

to improve the current methods for derivatizing and detecting released 

glycans, and this goal is met in the second chapter, which describes a new 

derivatization technique for glycans. Glycans are usually derivatized by 

adding a UV or a fluorescent label after they have been released from the 

peptide backbone. The advantages in the improved derivatization conditions 

described in Chapter 2 are as follows. 1) This reaction avoided the use of 

hazardous chemicals and therefore can be used for routine studies. 2) The 

derivative helped in enhancing the ionization efficiency in the mass 
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spectrometer. 3) The derivatized product can readily be detected by UV 

/fluorescent detectors. 4) More structural information could be obtained. 

The second goal of this research was to identify glycopeptides from 

glycoproteins, and a detailed description is given in chapter 3. Derivatizing  

glycans after they have been released from the peptide backbone is an 

excellent method of getting structural information about glycans on 

glycoproteins. However, if one needs to obtain an understanding about how 

these glycan structures affect the function of these glycoproteins on a 

molecular level, it is advantageous to analyze the glycans in a glycosylation 

site specific manner. This is because when glycans are cleaved from the 

protein, the attachment site information is lost which is important in 

determining structure function relationships. However, this information can be 

retained if glycopeptide analysis is performed instead of glycan analysis. A 

glycopeptide consists of a peptide and a glycan portion on the same 

structure. The peptide not only provides information about the glycan 

attachment site on the protein but also acts as a derivatizing agent and helps 

in the ionization process. The third chapter shows that site specific 

glycopeptide analysis is feasible by characterizing the glycans of follicle 

stimulating hormone (FSH) on two mammalian species (Human and equine). 

The third goal for my research is to extend a method of obtaining 

structural information for glycans and peptides to a routinely used instrument, 

the triple quad mass spectrometer. The details for this analysis are given in 
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chapter 4. This method was performed by adapting a statistical test (STEP – 

statistical test of equivalent pathways) that was previously developed on an 

ion trap mass spectrometer.142 The STEP test is based on differentiating first 

generation product ions from the second generation product ions in a tandem 

mass spectrum. This information can be useful in getting information about 

ion genealogy.     

 

Chapter 2 

Six different carbohydrates were derivatized using 4-amino-N-[2-

diethylamino) ethyl] benzamide (DEAEAB) by reductive amination. 

NaBH(OAc)3 was used as the reducing agent for this reaction which is an 

alternative to hazardous NaBH3CN which is commonly used. When the two 

reducing agents were compared by a side-by-side analysis both seemed 

equally efficient. Previously when NaBH(OAc)3 had been used for derivatizing 

glycans, it had taken 16 hrs to complete the reaction. We were able to cut 

down the time to 2.5 hrs, which is a clear advantage. The final product was 

purified using either HPLC or the zip-tip. When the two purification strategies 

were compared, ~1000 fold lower detection limit was observed for the product 

purified by HPLC. In addition MS/MS data of derivatized and underivatized 

glycans were compared. In the derivatized glycan, the reducing end can be 

easily identified from the nonreducing end, which helps in identifying the 
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product ions more easily in the MS/MS data than in the data for the 

underivatized glycan. 

 

Chapter 3    

Reproductive functions in the body are regulated by hormones and 

follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) is an important hormone that falls under 

this category. This hormone has two subunits that are noncovalently 

attached, and each subunit contains of two glycosylation sites. Several 

investigators have revealed that the glycans are responsible for functional 

differences at different glycosylation sites.143-145 Therefore one goal of this 

research was to characterize glycans in a site specific manner. Another goal 

was to study glycan variability between two mammalian species (human and 

equine) having similar peptide sequences. Glycoproteins from both equine 

and human FSH were subjected to reduction and alkylation followed by 

proteolysis. Proteinase K, which is a non specific enzyme, was used for the 

proteolytic digestion. The glycopeptides were separated from the peptides 

using gel filtration. The purified glycopeptides were subjected to Edman 

sequencing and FT-ICR-MS analysis. Edman sequencing was performed to 

identify the peptide sequences, and these were used to identify the 

glycopeptide compositions in the MS analysis. The glycopeptides were 

assigned using a computer program, and the compositions were verified 

using MS/MS experiments. Glycans were successfully identified in site 
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specific manner from both equine and human FSH. There were many site-

specific differences that were observed between glycosylation sites of the 

same species and between different species.              

 

Chapter 4 

Two carbohydrates and two peptides were subjected to the STEP 

analysis in the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer by acquiring two MS/MS 

spectra for each analyte at high and low energy conditions. STEP ratios were 

calculated for each product ion in the MS/MS spectrum and these ratios were 

used to distinguish whether each ion was a first generation (primary) or a 

second generation (secondary) ion. When the conditions that were used on 

the ion trap were directly transferred to the triple quadrupole mass 

spectrometer, it was found that secondary product ions were incorrectly 

identified. Therefore, new conditions had to be developed in order to 

accommodate the energetic differences between the two instruments. Since 

fragmentation is affected by the collision gas pressure, this was one of the 

important parameters that was taken into consideration when developing new 

conditions. After modifications, the method was successfully implemented on 

the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer and out of a total of 108 ions, this 

method accurately predicted 104 ions (96%) to belong to the category of 

primary or secondary ions.          
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CHAPTER 2 

Reductive Amination of Carbohydrates Using NaBH(OAc)3 

Reprinted by permission from Anal Bioanal Chem, 2005, 381, 1130-1137. 
Copyright 2005, Springer publishing. 
 

2.1.   Introduction 

Glycoproteins comprise several important classes of macromolecules 

and perform diverse biological functions. In particular the heterogeneity of the 

oligosaccharide moiety can affect both the structure and function of a 

glycoprotein.1 For example, specific sets of oligosaccharides are associated 

with different stages of cell differentiation, and alterations to these 

oligosaccharides can lead to certain disease states, like cancer.2 Many 

scientists now believe that study of oligosaccharides may offer opportunities 

of therapeutic treatment for life-threatening diseases such as cancer, AIDS, 

and diabetes.3 Thus the increasing interest in oligosaccharide function has 

created the need for sensitive detection and analysis.   

Mass spectrometry is an important tool for the structural analysis of 

oligosaccharides, because it offers precise results with high sensitivity.4 High 

sensitivity is especially important in carbohydrate analysis since 

oligosaccharides are liberated in minute amounts from naturally occurring 

glycoproteins. To enhance sensitivity, oligosaccharides may be derivatized, 

either by methylation, acetylation or reductive amination5 prior to mass 

spectrometric detection. These derivatives enhance the hydrophobicity and 
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help to increase the signal strength, regardless of the ionization technique 

used.5-8 Derivatization not only improves the signal but it may provide more 

structural information, especially with MS/MS experiments [9]. Unfortunately 

permethylation and acetylation become increasingly difficult with small-scale 

sample sizes.10  

The most common derivatization technique for small-scale samples is 

reductive amination. This reaction is displayed in Figure 2.1.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Reductive amination of oligosaccharides. 

 

The ring opened (carbonyl) form of the carbohydrate reacts with an 

amine, that is usually aromatic. The resulting Schiff base is comparatively 

unstable and is reduced to the corresponding secondary amine when the 

reducing agent is added. Since these derivatives usually contain a 

chromophore, this derivatization not only enhances sensitivity for MS 

analyses but it also allows for chromatographic detectability.11,12 Several 
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amines have been used in this context, and a number of these have been 

investigated as derivatives for improving mass spectrometric detection limits 

and MS/MS experiments. Some of the common reducing-end derivatizing 

agents used in carbohydrate analysis are 2-amino pyridine (2-AP),13,14 4-

aminobenzoic acid 2-(diethylamino)ethyl ester (ABDEAE),8,12,15 4-amino-N-[2-

(diethylamino)ethyl] benzamide (DEAEAB),7,10 2- aminobenzamide (2-

AB),16,17 trimethyl-(4-aminophenyl)aminonium (TMAPA),9 9-aminofluorene 

(9AmFL),18 8-aminonaphthalene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (ANTS),19 1-phenyl-3-

methyl-5-pyrazolone,20 aminopyrazine11 and 2-aminoacridone (2-AMAC).21,22   

NaBH3CN is the most extensively used reducing agent in these 

procedures. This reducing agent works remarkably well for carbohydrates, 

and the analysis can be achieved by mass spectrometry8,10,16 and HPLC.12,21 

Although used infrequently, dimethylamine-borane ((CH3)2NHBH3), has been 

utilized as the reducing agent when separation and detection was completed 

with HPLC-UV.11,23 NaBH(OAc)3 had been used for reductive amination of 

carbohydrates in one instance; but in this case, the derivatization procedure 

was optimized for detection with gel electrophoresis.24 No reports comparing 

the efficacy of these alternative reducing agents to NaBH3CN (for reductive 

amination of glycans) are available, and no protocols using alternative 

reducing agents have been optimized for mass spectral detection.   

We sought an alternative to the toxic NaBH3CN to eliminate the risk of 

residual cyanide in the product and residual waste.  NaBH(OAc)3  is an 
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attractive alternative reducing agent, since it exhibits remarkable selectivity 

and is less toxic. In addition to identifying a better reducing agent than 

NaBH3CN, a reductive amination procedure that did not require the long (16 

h) derivatization times24 was sought. In this report, the results of a 

comprehensive investigation of the utility and limitations of NaBH(OAc)3 as a 

reducing agent for the reductive amination of a variety of carbohydrates is 

reported. We have used DEAEAB as a derivatization agent (the amine) in this 

work because it has shown promising results in sensitive detection using ESI-

MS.7,10  Comparative results of side-by-side analysis of the extensively used 

reducing agent NaBH3CN and NaBH(OAc)3 are reported. Final purification 

was done either by zip-tip or by HPLC and the limit of detection of each case 

was found. MS/MS spectra of derivatized and underivatized oligosaccharides 

were compared as well. 

 

2.2.   Experimental Section 

N-linked glycans were obtained from Prozyme (San Leandro, CA). 

Maltopentaose, NaBH(OAc)3, NaBH3CN, DMSO , LNFP I & II and 4-amino-N-

[2-(diethylamino)ethyl] benzamide monohydrochloride (DEAEAB) were 

purchased from Sigma- Aldrich (St. Louis MO). All solvents used were of 

HPLC grade. 
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2.2.1.   Preparation of derivatives- purification by zip-tip 

Derivatives using NaBH3CN were prepared by the method described 

by Prime et al [25] and purification was followed as described by Harvey.7 

Briefly, the dried glycan (500 pmole-30 nmole) was dissolved in 8 μL of dry 

DMSO containing 0.3 M DEAEAB in DMSO and 1 μL of acetic acid. To the 

mixture an excess of NaBH3CN (0.6 mg) was added. The mixture was heated 

at 60 0C for 2 hrs, cooled, and applied to a strip (100 × 30mm) of Whatman 

3MM Chromatography paper (Fisher Scientific Co, Pittsburg, PA) and allowed 

to dry. The paper was placed in a chromatography tank containing acetonitrile 

and the solvent was allowed to rise to the top of the paper. The spot at the 

origin (about 10 mm diameter) was cut out, and the carbohydrate derivatives 

were extracted with 150 μL of water. Purification was achieved using a C-18 

Millipore “zip-tip” (Millipore, Billerica, MA). Initial wetting (50%ACN) and 

equilibration (0.1%HOAc) of the zip-tip was achieved according to the 

instructions provided by the manufacturer. The sample was aspirated and 

dispensed ~30 times through the zip-tip in order to assure maximum binding. 

The wash solution (0.1%HOAc) was aspirated once through the zip-tip. The 

derivatized carbohydrate was finally eluted with 15 μL of 50/50 MeOH/H2O, 

0.1% HOAc. The elution solution was aspirated and dispensed 30 times to 

maximize recovery of the glycans.  

Derivatives using NaBH(OAc)3 were prepared by adding 1 μL of HOAc, 

and 3 μL of 0.3 M DEAEAB in DMSO to the dried glycan (500 pmol to 30 
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nmol). The solution was heated at 60 0C for one hour and 5 μL of 6.2 M 

NaBH(OAc)3 in DMSO was added and reheated at 60 0C for 11/2 hrs. The 

purification was done in the same manner as described above. 

 

2.2.2.   Preparation of derivatives – purification by HPLC 

Preparation of derivatives for HPLC was done using the same 

synthetic procedure described above, using NaBH(OAc)3, including the 

preliminary purification using the Whatman 3MM chromatography paper and 

eluting with 150 μL of water. Samples were then lyophilized on a Labconco 

cetrivap cold trap (Kansas City, MO) and reconstituted to 250 pmole/µL-500 

pmole/µL in 10% ACN with 0.1% TFA before applying to the HPLC column 

(C18, 150mm× 4.6mm). The derivatized oligosaccharides were separated and 

desalted by RP-HPLC using Shimadzu model LC-10ATvp. The mobile 

phases used were H2O containing 0.1% TFA (A) and 95%ACN/H2O (B). The 

product was eluted using a linear gradient (5%-20% B in 15 min) at flow rate 

of 1 mL/min, which was a slight modification to the method described in 

reference 12. The absorbance was monitored at 289 nm using a diode array 

detector of model SPD-M10Avp (Shimadzu). HPLC fractions were collected 

manually. These were concentrated to dryness and reconstituted with 50% 

MeOH/H2O, 0.1% HOAc before mass spectrometric analysis.  
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2.2.3.   Mass Spectrometry 

Electrospray mass spectra were recorded on a Thermo Finnigan LCQ 

Advantage mass spectrometer (San Jose, CA). The final eluent obtained after 

purification using the zip-tip was diluted with 50% MeOH/H2O containing 

0.1%HOAc prior to injection into the mass spectrometer. The fractions 

collected from HPLC were lyophilized and reconstituted in the same solvent. 

Each sample was injected into a mobile phase of 50% methanol in water (v/v) 

containing 0.5% acetic acid, at a flow rate of 10 μL/min. Spray voltage was 

maintained at approximately 3.8 kV and N2 was used as nebulizing gas at a 

flow rate of 10 psi.  Ions were desolvated in a heated ion transfer tube, 

maintained at  230 0C. MS data were acquired in the positive ion mode, and 

spectra were processed using Xcaliber software, version 1.3. For MS/MS 

experiments, activation time and activation q were set at 30 ms and 0.250 

respectively. Isolation width of 3 Da was used, and the activation energies 

between 28-32%, as defined by the Xcalibur software, were used. 

 

2.3.   Results and Discussion  

The reductive amination reaction, as shown in Figure 2.1, produces 

amino-alcohol products.  Figure 2.2 shows the chemical structure of the 

reaction product, when glucose is used as the carbohydrate and DEAEAB is 

the amine.  
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Figure 2.2: Glucose derivatized with DEAEAB. The molecular weight is 
399.2 Da, while underivatized glucose weighs 180.1 Da. 
 
 

The reaction conditions reported here have been optimized to require 

minimal reaction time and maximal flexibility in the conditions. The best 

reaction conditions were identified by using different heating times, 

temperatures and adding different concentrations of DEAEAB and 

NaBH(OAc)3 to the carbohydrate.  After optimal conditions were developed, 

the reaction was performed on six different carbohydrates, which are depicted 

in Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1: Derivatized Carbohydrates 

 
 
 
 

The table provides the expected m/z values for the derivatized 

products, including values for the singly charged species (protonated, 

sodiated) and doubly charged molecular ions that could be detected by mass 
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spectrometry.  [As described in Figure 2.1, the derivatized products have a 

mass that is 219.2 Da greater than the original carbohydrate.]   

The ESI-MS spectra for each of the reaction products are shown in 

Figure 2.3. These spectra were acquired after minimal clean-up, using a “zip-

tip” purification strategy. Generally, the derivatized product is the only major 

ion detected in the mass spectrum.  In two cases, Figure 2.3d and 2.3f, an 

additional ion is readily abundant, namely m/z 927 in Figure 2.3d and m/z 

1495 in Figure 2.3f. In both these cases, the additional ion corresponds to a 

fragment of the product – loss of fucose in the case of 2.3d, and loss of a 

disaccharide (Gal-GlcNAc) in the case of 2.3f. These ions are most likely the 

result of in-source fragmentation, occurring during the ionization of the 

sample, and not side-products of the reaction.  This has been verified 

previously by Shimonishi and co-workers, who described this phenomenon 

for similarly derivatized carbohydrates.8  For the first four derivatized 

carbohydrates in Figure 2.3, the singly charged ion, [M+H]+ was readily 

observed.  The most prominent ion for N-linked glycans was a doubly 

charged species, [M+H+Na]+2 or [M+2H]+2.  This finding, that the doubly 

charged ions are more prominent for N-linked glycans, is in agreement with 

previous MS data obtained by Harvey.7 In those studies, the same amine was 

used, DEAEAB, but the reducing agent was NaBH3CN.    
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Figure 2.3: ESI-MS spectra of DEAEAB derivatized carbohydrates. a) 
Glucose b) Maltopentaose c) LNFP I  d) LNFP II  e) (GlcNAc)2(Man)3  f) 
(Gal)2(GlcNAc)4 Man3.   Clean up was done using zip-tip. The spectrum 
has been background subtracted. 
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To determine whether NaBH(OAc)3 would be as effective as NaBH3CN 

at the reductive amination reaction, results obtained from this protocol using 

NaBH(OAc)3  were compared with those obtained with the extensively used 

reducing agent, NaBH3CN .7,25 In side-by-side analysis of the two reducing 

agents, both protocols gave similar results, as shown in Figure 2.4.  

 

Figure 2.4: ESI-MS spectra of DEAEAB derivatized maltopentaose using 
a) NaBH3CN. 1.9 nmole consumed from 5 µg of starting material. b) 
NaBH(OAc)3. 1.9 nmole consumed from 5µg of starting material. The 
spectra are background subtracted. 
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The starting materials and the amount injected to the mass 

spectrometer were identical in the two cases and the purification procedures 

were the same (zip-tip purification). In both cases the reaction had gone to 

completion and there were no starting material remaining.    

An additional benefit of using NaBH(OAc)3 as the reducing agent is 

that the products can be analyzed by MS without any purification. The 

derivatization bi-products in the protocol developed herein are not toxic, so 

MS analysis can also be performed directly, if the initial amount of 

carbohydrate is in the 30 µg range. A typical spectrum, which was obtained 

without purification, is shown in Figure 2.5.  

 

 
 
Figure 2.5: ESI-MS spectra of DEAEAB derivatized maltopentaose 
without any purification. 74 pmole injected. The spectrum has been 
background subtracted.  
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When using NaBH3CN as the reducing agent, one cannot inject the 

reaction mixture directly into the mass spectrometer, because that could 

release HCN into the air. Being able to inject samples directly into the mass 

spectrometer prior to purification is a distinct advantage of using NaBH(OAc)3, 

because such experiments allow for rapid detection of the derivatized 

carbohydrates.  

 

2.4.   Validation Data 

 To determine the robustness of the method, the quantity of the 

carbohydrate was varied, while all other parameters were kept constant.  The 

synthetic conditions described herein are applicable for a range of initial 

carbohydrate concentrations, from 500 pmol to 30 nmol. Using starting 

quantities anywhere in this range provides very reproducible derivatization 

results.  This flexibility is quite useful for derivatizing carbohydrates isolated 

from biological sources, where the exact amount of carbohydrate present is 

generally unknown. 

Sensitivity studies were performed on the derivatized maltopentaose to 

determine the instrumental detection limits. For these studies two samples of 

maltopentaose, each containing 30 μg, were derivatized. One sample was 

purified using the zip-tip and the other was purified using HPLC. After 

purification, by zip-tip, the eluent was further diluted with 50% MeOH/H2O, 

0.1% HOAc. The subsequent dilutions were injected to the mass 
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spectrometer until a signal to noise ratio of ~3 was obtained, providing the 

instrumental limit of detection, which was 150 pmole for the sample purified 

by zip-tip. Note: Others have reported detection limits as low as 100 fmole for 

similar products,10 when a Q-TOF MS is used instead of a QIT-MS. The 

differences in the detection limits are because a different amine was used and 

the Q-TOF is a more sensitive mass analyzer.  Previous research has 

demonstrated that, for glycopeptide analysis, the Q-TOF is approximately 200 

times more sensitive than the quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer.26 

When the derivatized maltopentaose is purified by HPLC, a 

chromatogram like the one in Figure 2.6 is typically obtained. 

 

Figure 2.6: Purification of DEAEAB derivatized maltopentaose by RP-
HPLC. 

 

 To compare the zip-tip purification to HPLC purification, the fractions 

collected from the HPLC were evaporated to dryness and reconstituted in 
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50% MeOH/H2O and H2O, 0.1% HOAc and the limit of detection was found in 

the same manner as above. The instrumental detection limit of the product 

purified by HPLC is 100 fmol. This detection limit is  ~1000 times lower than 

the LOD that was determined when the zip-tip is used for purification.  The 

zip-tip, while useful at removing some of the salts, depletes product 

recoveries.  All the derivatized carbohydrates in Figure 3 were purified by the 

zip-tip protocol.  This is the more rapid, but less effective, purification strategy. 

The low product recoveries of the zip-tip purification likely contribute to the 

moderate background observed in Figure 2.3.   

 

2.5.   MS/MS Spectral interpretation 

In addition to providing enhanced sensitivity for MS or HPLC detection, 

derivatization of carbohydrates also facilitates structural analysis by MS/MS. 

This has been demonstrated previously by MS/MS methods16,20 for the 

analysis of neutral oligosaccharides and N-glycans, and it is also illustrated 

here, in Figure 2.7, where LNFP I is the carbohydrate analyzed. The 

derivatized oligosaccharides produced more easily interpretable product ions, 

because the reducing end and nonreducing end are easily differentiable, 

whereas the native compound gives rise to product ions that could have 

originated from either end of the molecule.  The carbohydrate fragmentation 

nomenclature is described by Domon and Costello.27 Sequence information 

could be readily obtained from MS/MS data of derivatized [M+H]+ ion, due to 
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the presence of only Y-fragment ions in the spectrum. This is an agreement 

with Franz et al.18  

 

 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Positive ion ESI –MS/MS spectra of a) Derivatized LNFP I- 1.9 
nmole sample consumed.  b) Underivatized LNFP II –1.9 nmole sample 
consumed.  Clean up was done using zip-tip. The spectra have been 
background subtracted. 
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2.6.   Conclusion 

In this paper, a novel derivatization reaction for oligosaccharides using 

the non-toxic reagent, NaBH(OAc)3, is developed. While a previous report 

requires 16 hours for reduction with NaBH(OAc)3,
24 the method reported 

herein requires a total of 2.5 hours for the derivatization – this includes both 

the amination and reduction reactions.  These reaction conditions afford 

minimal reaction time and significant flexibility. The reaction yield was 

comparable to the yield obtained with the extensively used reducing agent 

NaBH3CN. Two methods of purification were employed, the zip-tip and HPLC. 

There was ~1000 fold increase in the recovery of the sample when the 

purification was done using HPLC, compared to using the zip-tip.  MS/MS 

spectra of derivatized and underivatized LNFP I were compared, more 

structural information could be obtained by derivatized product, as described 

previously.  
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CHAPTER 3 

"Comparative glycomics of the glycoprotein follicle-
stimulating hormone (FSH): Glycopeptide analysis of isolates 

from two mammalian species."  

Reproduced with permission from Biochemistry 2006, 45, 8665-8673. 
Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society. 

 

3.1.   Introduction 

  Follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) is a heterodimeric glycoprotein 

consisting of two non-covalently linked α- and β-subunits found in the pituitary 

of all mammals.1,2 It is one of the hormones that regulate reproductive 

functions of the body. Specifically, it is responsible for stimulating follicle 

maturation in females and for supporting spermatogenesis in males.3,4 While 

the amino acid sequence of this glycoprotein is highly homologous between 

species5 the glycan structures not only differ significantly between species,5 

but also between the glycosylation sites for any given species.6 It is known 

that the glycans greatly influence the biological properties of this hormone.6 

For example, signal transduction,7 receptor binding,8 and half life in the 

circulation9 are all controlled by glycans, and the final biological response of 

the target cell (granulosa and Sertoli cells)10 in vivo is determined by these 

factors.11 Previous studies focused on a single critical glycosylation site in the 

common α subunit have been unable to account for differences in biological 

activity1,2 due to compensatory effects of β subunit glycans.3 Hence, in order 

to relate their biological functions to their structures, it is essential to 
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determine the variability of the glycans in a glycosylation site-specific manner. 

The knowledge gained from this approach can be applied in the development 

and production of analogues that can be used to regulate gonadal functions.  

FSH initiates its action by binding to G protein-coupled receptors, 

which are on the surface of the target cells.3,12 This binding causes adenylate 

cyclase activation, resulting in hormonal responses. Previous studies have 

reported that this process is greatly affected by glycans at particular sites. For 

instance when site- directed mutagenesis was performed on Asn52 of hFSH to 

selectively eliminate the glycan at this position, it resulted in either 

increased13,14 or unaltered15 receptor binding activity with a reduction of 

receptor activation and signal transduction. Similar results have also been 

observed for eFSH when deglycosylation was performed at αAsn56 site using 

either PNGase digestion11 or site-directed mutagenesis.16 It is still unclear 

about which glycans are responsible for this function even though there is a 

clear indication that Asn52/Asn56 glycans play an essential role.  

Studies done on recombinant human variants of hFSH reveal that 

glycans from the β subunit play a more important role than from those of the α 

subunit in metabolic clearance/ half life circulation.9 It is evident that the 

glycans mediate different functions at different glycosylation sites. Therefore 

in order to accurately study glycan structure and relate it back to its functional 

significance, one needs to characterize glycans in a glycosylation site-specific 

manner. 
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The glycans from the pituitary and recombinant FSH have been 

previously characterized by various methods. Conventional approaches 

employed for this type of analysis involve cleaving the glycans enzymatically 

from the peptide backbone2,17,18-21 followed by a combination of techniques 

such as gel filtration, high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and 

lectin affinity chromatography with endo- and exoglycosidase digestion.2,17  

While these techniques are clearly useful, purifying carbohydrates by 

chromatographic methods is quite a daunting task. 1H-nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) has also been used in this type of analysis, however this 

analysis also requires purified samples (and large sample quantities).19 

Despite these limitations, several abundant glycoprotein hormones have been 

characterized in a site specific manner. Alternatively, mass spectrometry has 

the advantage of small sample requirements and the ability to profile complex 

mixtures of glycans. But unlike the other methods, MS does not provide 

structural information for isomeric structures.20,21 In addition to all pros and 

cons already discussed, most conventional methods of glycosylation analysis 

suffer from the fact that no glycosylation site-specific information is obtained, 

because the carbohydrates are cleaved from the protein prior to analysis. 

In order to obtain glycosylation information in a site-specific fashion, 

glycoproteins can be subjected to proteolysis, followed by MS analysis of 

glycopeptides.22-25 We implement this method herein to characterize FSH 

glycopeptides in two species (human and equine). A nonspecific protease is 
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used for proteolysis, to produce small glycopeptide fragments, and a 

combination of Edman sequencing and mass spectrometry are used to 

analyze the digestion products. The information obtained from this method is 

used to compare the glycans at different glycosylation sites of human and 

equine FSH preparations.  

 

3.2.   Experimental procedures  

The horse pituitary glycoprotein hormone preparation, eFSH, was 

prepared as previously described.26 Human FSH (AFP-4161B) was obtained 

from the NIDDK National Hormone and Pituitary Program and Dr. A.F. 

Parlow.27,28 

 

3.2.1.   Protease digestion 

Glycoprotein hormone preparations, which typically contain 

approximately 2-5 mg of protein were reduced with dithiothreitol and alkylated 

with iodoacetic acid as described previously.26 The reaction mixtures were 

desalted using 4-ml Amicon (Millipore Corporation, Bedford, MA) Ultra-4 

centrifugal ultrafiltration cartridges (MW cutoff 10,000) in a Sorvall (Kendro 

Laboratory Products, Newtown, CT) RC-3B Plus centrifuge (5,000 rpm, LA/S-

400 rotor). After washing 3 times with 0.2 M ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.5, 

the protein solutions were transferred to 2-ml polypropylene screw cap tubes 

and 10% (w/w) proteinase K (Boerhinger Mannheim, Indianapolis, IN) was 

added. The tubes were incubated overnight at 37°C with continuous shaking. 
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The next day, samples were dried in a Thermo Savant (Marietta, OH) Speed 

Vac centrifugal evaporator. 

 

3.2.2.   Superdex gel filtration 

A 10/30 Amersham Biosciences (Piscataway, NJ) Superdex peptide 

column was connected to a Waters (Milford, MA) model 600 HPLC system 

equipped with a model 484 variable wavelength detector controlled by 

Empower Pro (build 1154) control/acquisition software. The column was 

equilibrated with 0.2 M ammonium bicarbonate buffer at a flow rate of 0.4 

mL/min. Glycopeptide samples, (typically 1-2.5 mg) were dissolved in 200 µL 

30% acetonitrile in 0.2 M ammonium bicarbonate and injected into the HPLC. 

The chromatogram was developed at a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min. Fractions 

were collected by hand in 12 x 75 mm polypropylene tubes and dried in the 

Speed Vac. The dried residues were dissolved in 500-1000 µL water, 25 µL 

aliquots were removed and dried in 2-mL screw cap polypropylene tubes. 

Dried samples were hydrolyzed in 200 µL 4 N trifluoroacetic acid at 100°C for 

4 hr. TFA was removed by evaporation, and the hydrolysates were dissolved 

in 100 µL water containing deoxyglucose. Monosaccharide composition was 

determined using a Dionex (Sunnyvale, CA) carbohydrate analyzer consisting 

of a model GP50 gradient pump and LC20 chromatography enclosure 

equipped with a 4 x 50 mm BorateTrap column, a 4 x 50 mm AminoTrap 

column, which functioned as a guard column, a 4 X 250 mm CarboPak PA-10 

column, model ED50 electrochemical detector, and controlled by Chromeleon 

control/acquisition software. A Waters model 717 refrigerated autosampler 

maintained the hydrolysates at 4°C and injected 20 µL samples from each 
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vial. Carbohydrate-positive samples were subsequently analyzed in duplicate. 

The fraction containing the largest amount of carbohydrates (90% of the 

glycopeptides in eFSH and 75% of the glycopeptides in hFSH) were 

subjected to mass spectral analysis.  

 

3.2.3.   Peptide sequencing 

Automated Edman degradation was carried out using an Applied 

Biosystems model 492 Procise sequencer.24 Samples were applied to glass 

fiber membranes coated with Biobrene that had been precycled in the 

sequencer. Typical sequencer experiments consisted of 7 Edman 

degradation cycles, sufficient to sequence the entire length of 3-5 residue 

peptides that were the most common products of proteinase K digestion. 
 

3.2.4.   Mass Spectrometry 

MS data was acquired on a high-resolution Thermo Finnigan linear ion 

trap-Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance mass spectrometer, LTQ-

FTICR-MS, (San Jose, CA) equipped with a 7 Tesla actively shielded magnet. 

The dried glycopeptides were first dissolved in water and diluted with MeOH: 

H2O (4:1) containing 0.3% acetic acid, to a final concentration of 0.03 μg/μL. 

Samples were directly infused into the mass spectrometer using a syringe 

pump at a flow rate of 5 μL/min. High resolution data was acquired by 

maintaining resolution at 50,000, for m/z 400. The instrument was externally 

calibrated over the mass range of interest (m/z 800-2000) prior to the 

analysis. ESI spray voltage was maintained between -3.0kV to -4.0 kV for 
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data acquisition in the negative mode. Capillary temperature was held 

between 200-230oC and N2 was used as a nebulizing gas at 20 psi. Data was 

acquired and processed using Xcalibur 1.4 SR1 software (Thermo Finnigan 

San Jose, CA). 

 

3.2.5.   Glycopeptide composition assignment 

 The glycopeptide compositions were assigned for the peaks in the 

mass spectrum using the aid of two computer algorithms written in VBA and 

Perl. The VBA algorithm was described previously.24 The perl program follows 

a mass fingerprinting algorithm that matches theoretical and experimental 

masses at a given tolerance.  Whenever possible, MS/MS analysis was 

performed on the glycopeptides, to verify the peak assignments. This 

provided supporting information but could not be used to unequivacably 

assign branching.   

 

3.3.   Results 

The approach utilized for characterizing the glycosylation in a site-

specific fashion is as follows. The hormones were digested with a non-

specific serine protease, proteinase K. Typically, smaller peptides are 

generated from the proteinase K digestion than from a tryptic digest. 

(Pronase, another nonspecific enzyme was also tested in preliminary 

experiments, but it produced less optimal signal). The small peptides 

produced by proteinase K facilitate separation of nonglycosylated peptides 
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from glycopeptides by gel filtration. Other strategies, including reverse phase 

HPLC and separations using porous graphite were also investigated, but 

showed less optimal results. Reverse-phase HPLC irreversibaly adsorbed 

eFSH glycopeptides.  Adsorption to Carbograph graphitized charcoal 

cartridges removed proteinase-K, but not the small peptides.  Some 

glycopeptides were lost during the Carbograph adsorption process, and 

resulting mass spectrometry signals were weak, perhaps due to residual TFA. 

Gel filtration of the total digest removed both protease and small peptides. 

 An example of the gel filtration fractionation data appears in Figure 

3.1. The eFSH and hFSH proteinase K digest chromatograms included a 

large protease peak followed by a small peak that was eluted before the 

peptide peaks. As low UV absorbance is characteristic of glycopeptides, we 

surveyed hydrolyzed samples of all the column fractions for carbohydrate and 

found it was largely restricted to the putative glycopeptide peak (Fig. 3.1, solid 

bar). Most of the eFSH carbohydrate was restricted to a single fraction 

(Figure 3.1A). However, 13% of the hFSH carbohydrate co-eluted with the 

protease fraction, 13% emerged in the next fraction, and 67% was recovered 

from the 27-33 min fraction [hFSH glycopeptide yield is increased to 90% by 

altering collection times to 25-31 min] (Figure 3.1B). This was consistent with 

the larger size of hFSH oligosaccharides as compared with those derived 

from eFSH. The size fractionation strategy enhances the mass spectral signal 

of the glycopeptides by removing the nonglycosylated peptide interference. 
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Figure 3.1 : Fractionation of 200 μL samples containing 2500 μg of A) 
eFSH or B) hFSH proteinase K digest on a Superdex peptide column 
(absorbance at 210 nm) equilibrated with 0.2M NH4HCO3 at a flow rate of 
0.4 mL/min. The protease peak elutes first, followed by the glycopeptide 
peak and then the peptide peaks. Inset:  The solid bars represent 
monosaccharides quantified from each of the different fractions, 
collected manually in 12 x 75 millimeter tubes. For each fraction, 
carbohydrate content was determined by hydrolyzing any glycopeptides 
present with TFA to release monosaccharides.  These were quantified 
against an internal standard, deoxyglucose, using a Dionex HPAEC 
system, as described in the experimental section. Quantitative results 
from five fractions of the dozen collected are shown here, because 
carbohydrate composition analysis indicated that glycans were present 
only in the first 4-5 fractions  
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Subsequently, the glycopeptide fractions were subjected to both 

Edman sequencing and FTICR- MS for analysis. Edman data is useful for 

identifying the amino terminus and predicting the peptide sequence for each 

of the glycopeptides released from the digest. Quantitative output from the 

Edman degradations is shown in Figure 3.2 and interpretation of Edman data 

is illustrated below. This study focuses on characterizing glycopeptides in a 

glycosylation site specific manner, and special emphasis is placed on 

determining the unique properties of glycans that are present and absent from 

each site in human and equine FSH respectively. 
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Figure 3.2: Quantitative output of Edman data from different cycles of 
hormone isolates. a) hFSH b) eFSH α subunit  c) eFSH β subunit. The 
absolute amount of Aspargine (N) is absent in these cycles because 
glycosylated amino acid derivatives are not extracted from the Edman 
chemistry cartridge.  
 

3.4.   Peptide compositions from Edman sequencing  

To interpret the Edman data for a mixture of glycopeptides, the protein 

sequence and the position of glycosylation sites must be known. The amino 

acid sequences of eFSH and hFSH in Figure 3.3 show that α subunit 

glycosylation takes place at Asn52 and Asn78 in human FSH29 while the 

corresponding glycosylation sites in eFSH are Asn56 and Asn82. Both 
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hormones are glycosylated on the β subunit, at Asn7 and Asn24.29  From this 

information, the peptide sequences from Edman data can be inferred. 

 

Figure 3.3: Amino acid sequences for both a) eFSH and b) hFSH α and β 
subunits showing the glycosylation sites. 
 
 

The Edman data are interpreted by matching the sequences of amino 

acids near the known glycosylation sites of the protein (Figure 3.3) with the 

amino acid derivatives observed in the Edman sequencing experiments 

(Figure 3.2).  For example, the glycopeptide KNVT is presumed to be present 

in the hFSH digestion, since >PhNCS-Lys is abundant in cycle one, >PhNCS 

-Val is in cycle three and >PhNCS -Thr is present in cycle four. No >PhNCS -
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Asn (N) was detected in cycle two, because glycosylated amino acid 

derivatives are not extracted from the Edman chemistry cartridge by the 

adsorptive protocol employed in these studies. In addition to KNVT, several 

other glycopeptides are likely to be present in the glycopeptide mixture, based 

on the Edman data.  All the reasonable compositions obtained for hFSH are 

shown in Figure 3.2a. 

Even though the Edman data identify a list of possible sequences, the 

mass spectral data cannot be used to distinguish among sequences that are 

isomeric. For instance, glycans that originate from αN56IT and βN7IT of eFSH 

cannot be distinctively identified. Therefore there was a need to separate the 

alpha and the beta subunits of eFSH, in order to uniquely identify glycans 

present on these two glycopeptides. Figures 3.2b and 3.2c show the Edman 

data for the separated subunits of eFSH alpha and beta subunits.  

As described in the experimental section, Edman data were combined 

with the mass spectral data to obtain glycopeptide compositions for both 

equine and human FSH. Figures 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 represent the mass spectra 

obtained for both hormones in the negative ion mode. The peak list 

corresponding to the numbers on the spectra can be found in supplemental 

Tables 1, 2 and 3. More than 35 glycopeptides were identified for each of 

these two hormones.  
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Figure 3.4: FT-ICR-MS spectrum obtained for hFSH in negative mode. 
Different symbols have been used identify glycopeptides from different 
glycosylation sites from α and β subunits. Symbols :  = NIT,  = INTT,  
= NVT,  = KNVT. All peaks are numbered according to supplement 
Table 1. Peaks without a charge are all doubly charged. The same 
number is used to identify the composition having different charge 
states on the spectrum.   
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Figure 3.5: FT-ICR-MS spectrum obtained for eFSH α subunit in the 
negative mode. Different symbols have been used identify 
glycopeptides associated from different glycosylation sites from the α 
subunit. Symbols :  = NIT,  = LENHTQ. All peaks are numbered 
according to supplement Table 2. Peaks without a charge are all doubly 
charged. 
 

 

Figure 3.6: FT-ICR-MS spectrum obtained for eFSH β subunit in the 
negative mode. Different symbols have been used identify 
glycopeptides associated with different glycosylation sites from β 
subunit. Symbols :  = INTT,  = SINTT,  = NIT. All peaks are numbered 
according to supplement Table 3. Peaks without a charge are all doubly 
charged. 
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Pictorial description of the glycans can be found in Table 3.1.This is 

further illustrated in Figure 3.7, which provides a comparative description of 

the glycans present on each of the glycosylation sites in eFSH and hFSH. 

This study exclusively compares the anionic species found in FSH since it 

had been found previously that 90% of the total glycans in human FSH are 

sialylated or sulfated,2 and the heterogeneity of these hormones is primarily 

determined by the variability of the anionic species.30 
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Table 3.1 : Glycan structures of equine and human pituitary FSH.a 
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Figure 3.7: A comparative description of the glycans present on each of 
the glycosylation sites in eFSH and hFSH. Symbols:  = HexNAc,    = 
Hexose,  = Fucose,  = Sialic acid. Where bisecting, biantennary and 
triantennary glycans are possible, both structures are shown. Tri 
antennary structures could be branched at the 3-linked or 6-linked 
mannose, but only one structure was depicted for simplicity. 
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3.5.   Pictorial representation of glycans 

While others have previously reported the glycan compositions and 

structures for FSH2,18,20 this is the first report that provides information about 

which glycans are present at all four eFSH glycosylation sites and three of 

four hFSH sites. While MS data only provide compositions for each of the 

glycopeptides, these compositions can be converted to glycan structures, by 

comparing the data in this study to previous carbohydrate analyses.2,18 Table 

1 contains pictorial descriptions of each of the observed glycans, and it shows 

which glycans were found at which glycosylation site, for each of the 

hormones. Baenziger and coworkers2 had identified all but seven of the 

structures that we observed in pituitary FSH from their glycosidase digestion 

and glycan chromatography data. [Those seven are:  A(n=1), C, G, I, K(n=0, 

m=1), K(n=1, m=0), and L].  Four of these species, A(n=1), C, G, and L, are 

virtually identical to four other glycans in the table, A(n=0), B, E(n=1) and M 

(n=1), with the exception that the former glycans contain an additional GlcNAc 

moiety. Two other structures, K(n=0, m=1) and K(n=1, m=0) are identical to K 

(n=1, m=1), except they contain only a sulfate or a sialic acid group instead of 

both groups. The composition of one of the structures, I, matches a 

tetraantennary glycan previously reported by Renwick et al,18 which was 

identified from another FSH isolate.   
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3.6.   Discussion 

3.6.1.   Characteristic patterns of glycans in eFSH at different sites  

It can be seen from Table 3.1 and Figure 3.7 that a majority of the 

glycans associated with the peptide, NIT, are attached to α Asn56. This is 

consistent with the fact that the glycans attached to NIT in the α subunit 

exhibited a large degree of variation.20 Bi-antennary sialylated and sulfated 

glycans were present. These were predominantly of the complex type, but 

some hybrid forms were also observed. The glycans attached to N7IT in the 

beta subunit consisted of fewer structures, suggesting a lesser degree of 

heterogeneity. The extent of sulfation was less than at α Asn56, and the 

structures were all complex type and mostly biantennary.  

Glycopeptides derived from the α subunit Asn82 site of eFSH can be 

definitively identified from the unique peptide sequence LEN82HTQ. These 

possess mainly biantennary glycans having di- sialylated or sulfated 

structures as well as glycans containing both a sulfate and a sialic acid group. 

Since SIN24TT is uniquely mapped to the β Asn24 glycosylation site, glycans 

at β Asn24 can also be identified definitively, and these belong to either bi- or 

triantennary classes of oligosaccharide structures (A, B, D or E, F, J (n=2) , 

and K(n=1, m=1)), which are mainly sialylated. Except for a single glycan 

attached to the peptide sequence SIN24TT, all other glycans associated with 

SINTT are also present as glycans attached to the related peptide INTT. 

When pairs of ions corresponding to the glycopeptides SINTT and INTT are 
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present, one can infer that these ions come from the same glycosylation site 

in the original protein, in this case the β Asn24 site. However, since TN7IT was 

also identified as a potential peptide from Edman sequencing, and mass 

spectrometry could not discriminate between TN7IT and IN24TT, it is possible 

that some or all of the glycans that were identified from Asn24, with the 

sequence IN24TT, were also present at Asn7.  

All glycans attached to both glycosylation sites in the β subunit were 

fucosylated, in contrast to the α subunit where only a fraction of glycans 

showed fucosylation. Similar observations were reported by Renwick et al. for 

ovine and human lutropin,31,32 human thyrotropin,33 and human 

choriogonadotropin.34 The function of a fucose residue in glycoprotein 

hormone glycans is not very well understood35 but according to some 

investigators, addition of fucose can be as important as the addition of sulfate 

or sialic acid, since it ensures the proper binding to the appropriate receptor.36 

While fucosylated glycans enabled hTSH to activate more than one 

intracellular signaling pathway,29,37 creating hybrid hormone preparations 

based on fucosylation of αAsn56 glycans had no effect on LH activation of the 

PLC pathway in cultured ovarian luteal cells.1,38 The differences in 

fucosylation correlate with the fact that glycans on the α subunit are buried 

within the dimer while those on the β subunit are solvent exposed.9 

The eFSH data we present herein represent a major advance in site-

specific glycosylation analysis. Only a single eFSH glycosylation site had 
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been characterized previously. Neutral and negatively charged glycan 

structures released by selective PNGase hydrolysis were identified by 

MALDI-MS.20 The present study identified 16 of these negatively charged 

glycans, which represented most of the major negatively charged glycans 

found in the earlier study. Phosphorylated high mannose glycans were the 

only forms not identified as glycopeptide ions. While the low-abundance 

glycans were not detected herein, this work is highly complementary to 

previous analyses because it also presents glycosylation site-specific 

information about the other three eFSH glycosylation sites. 

 

3.6.2.   Characteristic patterns of glycans in hFSH at different sites  

Glycans attached to both KNVT and INTT can be easily mapped to 

their specific glycosylation sites because of the unique peptide sequences. 

The KNVT glycopeptides were derived from the α Asn52 site, while INTT 

containing glycopeptides mapped to the β Asn24 site. Both sites possessed 

almost the same glycan population, which were exclusively sialylated, mainly 

bi- and triantennary structures. The second glycosylation site on the β subunit 

(β Asn24), had a significantly different oligosaccharide population than what 

was observed at the second site, β Asn7. The glycans at the former site were 

largely biantennary with only 2-3 triantennary glycans and a single 

monoantennary glycan. While most glycans were terminated with sialic acid, 

a sulfated glycan was present in this population. The glycans at the latter site 
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were mostly triantennary, with only a single biantennary glycan structure. The 

only tetrantennary structure identified in the present study came from this site. 

One commonality between glycosylation at β Asn24 and β Asn7 was that all 

glycans were fucosylated, whereas the glycans from the α subunit had no 

fucose. Therefore in general, the hFSHβ subunit contains fucoslylated, bi- ,tri- 

and tetraantennary glycans terminated with sialic acid.  

There were no mono- or disulfated complex glycans or sulfated hybrid 

type glycans observed for hFSH in either subunit. The few sulfated glycans 

present also contained sialic acid. However Green et al.2 had identified mono-

sulfated, hybrid type glycans that constituted 2% of the total FSH 

carbohydrate population. This difference may be attributed to variation 

between two different hFSH preparations.   

The present study represents a significant advance in characterizing 

hFSH glycosylation. We were able to characterize three of four N-

glycosylation sites and account for all but two glycan structures reported in 

two separate studies by other investigators.2,18 The site that this analysis was 

unable to detect Asn78, must possess glycans that are also present at the 

other three glycosylation sites, since the carbohydrate structures detected in 

two total oligosaccharide analyses of hFSH were essentially the same as 

those that we detected from glycopeptides derived from all sites, excluding 

those at Asn78. The fact that the Asn78 glycopeptides were not detected is not 

a significant limitation of this study, because glycans associated with the other 
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three sites, Asn52, Asn7, and Asn24 appear to regulate hFSH biological 

activity.13-15 Therefore, the data presented here represent a major step toward 

to our goal of correlating glycan structure with hFSH function.  

 

3.6.3.   Comparison of glycans on equine and human FSH 

 From Table 1 it is evident that hFSH α subunit contains bi- and 

triantennary, complex type glycans, which are almost all sialylated, whereas 

the α subunit of eFSH possesses only biantennary glycans, some of which 

are sulfated and others of which are sialylated. (While some triantennary 

structures might exist, in every case an alternative biantennary glycan with a 

bisecting HexNAc is also possible.) Hybrid type glycans are only present in 

the α subunit of eFSH. The absence of larger glycans specifically at the Asn56 

of the α subunit could imply that eFSH α subunit is less sterically hindered by 

smaller glycans present at this glycosylation site compared to larger glycans 

encountered at the corresponding site of the hFSH α subunit; therefore the 

former could bind more tightly to the receptor.   

While all glycans in the β subunit are fucosylated in both eFSH and 

hFSH, several other structural differences are apparent. The β subunit of 

eFSH contains mostly biantennary glycans that are mainly sialylated, 

whereas in hFSH bi-, tri-, and tetra-antennary glycans are present. In eFSH, 

both sites in the β subunit contain sulfated glycans, whereas only the β Asn24 

site contains sulfated glycans in hFSH.  This comparison between human and 
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equine FSH glycosylation on the β subunit demonstrates that glycosylation 

can vary dramatically, even when comparing proteins from two mammalian 

sources, whose amino acid sequence is ~94% identical.  

This work also complements other emerging evidence that 

demonstrates structural differences between human and horse FSH. Human 

and equine FSH preparations analyzed in this study represent two patterns of 

mammalian FSH glycosylation. In the former, which may be representative for 

primate FSH,39 the glycans are larger, consist of 2-4 complex branches, are 

terminated with sialic acid, and contain very little sulfation. In contrast, 

smaller, 1-2 branch, sulfated glycans are identified at every glycosylation site 

of eFSH. This places the horse FSH at the upper end of the continuum for 

glycan sulfation,2 and this structural difference is important because higher 

degrees of sulfated are associated with more rapid hormone clearance.6 

While we have demonstrated that the individual glycans on the β 

subunit of human and equine FSH are different, other studies have also 

demonstrated that the global pattern of glycosylation on this subunit also 

varies, for these two hormones.  It has been recently shown that hFSHβ 

subunit is glycosylated in an all-or-none manner,39 whereas eFSHβ is 

glycosylated either exclusively at Asn24 or at both Asn7 and Asn24.1 In 

humans, the relative abundance of glycosylated and non-glycosylated FSHβ 

subunit appears to be physiologically regulated.39 Both the information 

presented here, which provides information about glycan composition at 
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specific glycosylation sites, and earlier work, which documents differences in 

the presence and absence of glycosylation on the β subunit, are important 

studies needed to fully understand the glycoprotein structure.  However, to 

clearly understand how the structure of these hormones induces specific 

biological effects, thouroughly characterized isoforms, with defined glycan 

composition, will be needed for use in functional assays. These functional 

studies are a future emphasis of our research, and.the site-specific 

glycolsyation analysis method presented in this report is a key component to 

making such structure-function studies possible. 
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3.7.   Supporting information 

Table 1: Glycopeptides compositions for hFSH hormone 
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Table 2: Glycopeptide compositions for eFSH α subunit 

 

Table 3: Glycopeptide compositions for eFSH β subunit 
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CHAPTER 4 

Application of the STEP Method to the Triple Quadrupole 
Mass Spectrometer 
 
(Submitted to Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. for publication)   
 

4.1.   Introduction 

The study of the nature of characteristic fragmentations of gaseous 

ions by mass spectrometry is important because understanding basic 

fragmentation information is helpful in deducing  precursor ion structures for 

unknown compounds.1-3 Fragmentation information can be used to establish 

genealogical relationships, which are important in discerning information 

about the connectivity of groups that fragment during MS/MS experiments.4 

Since first generation product ions (primary product ions) directly originate 

from the precursor ion while the second generation of ions (secondary 

product ions) originate from other product ions in the MS/MS experiment, 

genealogy information can be useful in piecing together a precursor ion’s 

structure, based on the product ions detected in the MS/MS data.5 6, 7 

The information about the connectivity of ions from MS/MS data can be 

determined in a number of ways.  For example, previous researchers have 

shown that some information can be inferred by comparing results in MS3 

experiments to MS2 experiments on selected ions.5 The product ions that 

appear on both the MS2 and MS3 data were assigned as a result of secondary 

fragmentation. However, since product ions can be formed from more than 
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one source, this method has limited applicability in obtaining genealogy 

information with certainty. Additionally, MSn capability is only present in 

trapping instruments like the quadrupole ion trap MS and is not present in 

instruments like the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. 

Double resonance experiments in conjunction with SWIFT (stored 

wave form inverse Fourier transform) techniques are another avenue for 

obtaining genealogy information  in quadruple ion traps and Fourier transform 

ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometers.2, 3, 8 9  Application of the SWIFT 

technique allows product ions to be selectively ejected as they are formed.3 

The disappearance of fragment ions after the ejection of an ion can be used 

to confirm the origin of the ions that was ejected. SWIFT technique is well 

suited for instruments that have the capability of ion storage and trapping.10 

Since the triple quadruple MS is not a trapping instrument, the applicability of 

this technique to gain genealogy information from the triple quadruple MS is 

not possible.   

Energy resolved mass spectrometry is another method that can be 

used to distinguish primary ions from secondary ions in the mass 

spectrometer, 7, 8, 11-14  and this method can be applied to the triple 

quadrupole instruments.7 This method involves graphing the product ion 

intensity with varying collision energy to yield breakdown curves.15 When 

IRMPD (Infrared multiphoton dissociation) is used for the activation of ions, 

exposure time is plotted against product ion abundances, to yield breakdown 
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curves useful in diagnosing ion origins.3, 13 Identification of ions as primary 

and secondary is based on the shapes of the curves that are obtained with 

increasing energy.  For instance as the energy increases the intensity of 

primary product ions decrease and the intensity of secondary product ions 

start to increase. The breakdown curves help to obtain information about the 

major reaction pathways, but detailed information about the minor ions seems 

to be unobtainable.14 Breakdown curves can be constructed in trapping 

instruments as well as in triple quadrupole mass spectrometers, but this 

technique can be time consuming because numerous collision energies or 

exposure times must be utilized to collect the data necessary to identify 

product ion origin. 

The STEP (statistical test of equivalent pathways) analysis, which was 

originally developed on the ion trap mass spectrometer, is another tool that 

differentiates primary product ions from secondary product ions.4,16 

Applicability of this method was previously tested with peptides and 

carbohydrates.16 This technique utilizes ion ratios obtained from two MS/MS 

experiments in order to obtain genealogy information. Application of the STEP 

method to the triple quadrupole MS can be very useful because of the limited 

availability of techniques that could differentiate primary ions from secondary 

ions in this instrument.  Since the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer is 

widely used, application of this method to this instrument is expected to have 

broad applicability among the mass spectrometry community.  
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4.2.   Methods 

4.2.1.   Sample preparation 

Peptides (VEPIPY and YGGFL) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

(St. Louis, MO). Samples were dissolved in 50:50, MeOH, H2O, 0.5% HOAc 

to a final concentration of 0.01mM.  

The carbohydrate M3N2 was purchased from Prozyme (San Leandro, 

CA).  Derivatized maltopentaose was synthesized in the lab using a method 

described previously.17 100 μL of H2O was added to each sample and 

samples were diluted to 0.01mM using 50:50, MeOH, H2O, 0.5% HOAc.  

 

4.2.2.   Data acquisition on a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer 

The MS/MS data for the STEP analysis was acquired on a Micromass 

Quattro Ultima triple quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with an 

electrospray ionization source. The samples were directly infused using a 

syringe pump at a flow rate of 10 μL/min. Data was collected at four different 

collision gas pressures: 0.2 mTorr, 0.4 mTorr, 0.5 mTorr and 1.4 mTorr. Two 

MS/MS spectra were acquired at high and low dissociation energy conditions 

at each of these collision gas pressures. For each experiment, data was 

acquired for 2 min with a scan time of 10 s and interscan time of 0.1 s. The 

low energy spectrum was obtained when any product ion in spectrum was at 

20% abundance. The high energy spectrum was obtained at an energy that 
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was 14eV higher than the energy needed for the low energy spectrum. Each 

analysis was performed in triplicate in positive ion mode. 

 

4.2.3.   Calculating the STEP Ratios 

STEP calculations were performed as previously described.16 Briefly, 

the STEP ratio is calculated using ion ratios in MS/MS data. For each ion in 

the MS/MS spectrum the ratio is calculated by dividing the product ion area 

by the total product ion area. 

         Ratio of product ion area     =           Product ion area 

                                                                Total product ion area 

This ratio is calculated for all ions in the high and low energy spectra and a 

STEP ratio is assigned for each ion. 

STEP ratio      =        Ratio of product ion area in high energy spectrum 

                                  Ratio of product ion area in low energy spectrum 

The STEP ratio can be used to distinguish primary ions from secondary ions.  

Primary ions that have a STEP ratio ≤ 1 are then utilized as a control group 

for a Q test.  All product ions with a STEP ratio greater than one are 

subjected to a Q test of statistical significance to determine whether they are 

significantly different from the primary ions. A confidence interval of 90% is 

used to classify ions that are significantly different from primary ions. A STEP 

ratio is calculated for all ions that have a relative abundance above 3%. 
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4.3.   Results and Discussion 

The STEP method is very useful in identifying primary product ions that 

originate directly from the precursor ion and secondary product ions that 

originate from primary product ions. Classifying product ions as primary or 

secondary is very useful when characterizing the structures of carbohydrates 

and peptides, as previously demonstrated.16 

The theoretical basis of the STEP analysis can be explained in terms 

of breakdown curves.16 Figure 4.1 a and b are representative examples of 

breakdown curves obtained for a peptide, VEPIPY in the triple quadrupole.  
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Figure 4.1: Breakdown curves obtained for a) primary ions b) secondary 
ions of VEPIPY.   

 

The ions that are used to construct these breakdown curves were 

previously validated by double resonance experiments16 to be primary or 

secondary ions. As can be seen from the figure, as collision energy 

increases, the percent product ion area for primary product ions decreases 

whereas secondary product ion areas increase. There is a marked difference 
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between the behavior of primary and secondary ions with increasing collision 

energy. As a result one can expect that primary product ions to be 

differentiated from secondary ions using a ratio obtained when MS/MS data is 

collected under high and low dissociation conditions. This ratio also known as 

the STEP ratio, has been well established in previous publications.4, 16 The 

two data collection points for calculating this ratio is indicated by A and B on 

the graphs, where A represents the high energy product ion area and B 

represents the low energy product ion area. Primary product ions have low 

STEP ratios, because the STEP ratio is obtained by dividing the high 

dissociation product ion area (A) by the low dissociation product ion area (B).  

 

4.4.   STEP analysis on triple quadrupole mass spectrometer  

In a first attempt at adapting the STEP method to the triple quadrupole 

mass spectrometer, the criteria that distinguished primary and secondary ions 

on the quadrupole ion trap were directly implemented in the analysis. In that 

case, the high energy CID spectrum was obtained when the precursor ion 

was depleted to 0 – 2% relative abundance, as described previously.4, 16 

Additionally, the low energy spectrum was obtained by choosing the most 

abundant product ion peak from the high energy spectrum and depleting it to 

only 30% abundance, relative to the precursor ion. In these experiments, 

product ions with STEP ratios less than one were assigned as primary 

product ions. These ions were used as a basis set of data to perform a Q-test.  
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Product ions whose STEP ratios were significantly different from the STEP 

ratios in the basis set were defined as secondary product ions.  This direct 

application of the method to the triple quadrupole mass analyzer was 

unsuccessful.   

Since the fragmentation is effected by the collision gas pressure,10, 18 19 

20 the analysis was also performed at four different gas pressures (0.2 mTorr, 

0.4 mTorr, 0.5 mTorr and 1.4 mTorr), to determine whether the pressure had 

an effect on correctly identifying primary ions from secondary ions. At each 

pressure four compounds (two carbohydrates and two peptides) were 

subjected to the STEP analysis. The results indicated that the majority of 

primary and secondary ions were incorrectly identified at all pressures. A 

representative example of the results obtained for the peptide, VEPIPY at 

0.4mTorr is shown in Table 4.1 a.  

Due to energetic differences between the ion trap and the triple 

quadrupole mass spectrometer10, 21 the experimental conditions previously 

defined on an ion trap produced different results, when the method was 

transferred directly to the triple quadrupole mass analyzer. One example of 

the problem associated with directly applying the method, without 

modification, is the genealogy assignment of m/z 411 from the compound, 

VEPIPY. The genealogy assignments (1o and 2o) for this compound (in Table 

4.1a) were validated based on previously acquired double- resonance data.16  

In the validation, the ion, m/z 411, (a4) is determined to be a secondary ion 
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that is ~100% from the b4 ion.  This ion is expected to have a higher STEP 

ratio because it is a secondary ion. The average STEP ratio for this ion is 

0.83 ± 0.05, which would classify this product ion as primary. This 

demonstrates that the experimental parameters for the STEP analysis 

utilizing the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer required adjustment. 

 

Table 4.1: STEP analysis versus validation data for the peptide VEPIPY 
acquired using  old and new experimental conditions 
 

 
 
 
 
For the STEP analysis, primary and secondary ions are differentiated by using a Q-test (at 
the 90%Cl). The cut off between primary and secondary is represented by the horizontal line. 
The STEP values that defined the boundary are incorporated.   
**The primary and secondary ions were validated by double resonance experiments (DR), 
literature (ref) and reasonable arguments based on the structure (ST) 
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Table 4.1 b represents the STEP values obtained after some 

modification to the method. These values have been obtained when the 

collision gas pressure was 0.4mTorr. The corresponding MS/MS spectrum for 

the peptide analyte, VEPIPY, acquired at high dissociation conditions is 

shown in Figure 4.2.  

 

 
Figure 4.2: MS/MS data for the peptide, VEPIPY.  All peaks are labeled as 
primary (10) or secondary (20) based on the results that were obtained 
from the STEP analysis. 
 

 After optimizing the conditions of the method, it was determined that 

differentiation between primary and secondary ions is optimal when the low 

energy spectrum is acquired using conditions that keep all product ions below 

~20% abundance. The high energy spectrum was obtained at an energy that 

was 14eV higher than the energy required for the low energy spectrum. With 

the new experimental conditions, m/z 411, which was predicted to be 

secondary from double resonance experiments, has a relatively high STEP 

ratio.  
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In addition to m/z 411, there were four ions (m/z 326, m/z 279, m/z 

211, m/z 229) that were categorized as secondary in this analysis. The ion 

m/z 326 was confirmed by double resonance experiments to be a secondary 

ion in our previous publication.16 The ion m/z 279, which was previously 

confirmed to be a result of both primary and secondary fragmentation, always 

occurred as a secondary fragment in the triple quadrupole. Ions m/z 211 and 

m/z 229 were two new ions that were not observed in the ion trap data that 

was acquired previously. The former ion corresponds to a mass of an internal 

ion, which can have the sequence IP or PI. Therefore two bonds need to be 

cleaved in order to form this ion, which must be a secondary ion. The ion, m/z 

229 corresponds to a b2 cleavage in the peptide, and there is no validated 

data available on this ion. Relatively high STEP ratios were obtained for this 

ion, which lead us to believe that this is a secondary fragment originating from 

m/z 439 (b4) or a tertiary fragment from m/z 326 (b3). The two ions (m/z 439 

(b4) and m/z 489 (y4)) previously identified as primary product ions had very 

low STEP values in this analysis and were categorized as primary.  

In general, primary ions in the triple quadrupole have lower STEP 

ratios than the STEP values that were obtained previously in the ion trap. For 

example, m/z 439 and m/z 489 had an average STEP ratio of 0.80 and 0.81 

when the experiments were previously performed on the ion trap mass 

spectrometer; whereas their ratios were 0.24 and 0.25 when the experiments 

were performed on the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. This 
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phenomenon can be related to the high internal energy of activated ions and 

the continued activation of ions in the triple quadupole mass spectrometer.22 

The high internal energy is due to the higher efficiency in energy deposition in 

the triple quadrupole where  Ar is the collision gas, rather than in the ion trap, 

which typically employs He.21, 23 Therefore the precursor ions have higher 

internal energy to impart to the product ions. The product ions not only 

receive more energy from the precursor ions, they also can undergo collisions 

with the neutral gas and become further activated to produce more fragments. 

Therefore in the triple quadrupole there is a very high chance of depleting the 

primary product ions after they are formed.  By contrast, in the ion trap, only 

the precursor ions are activated, so the secondary ions are only formed as a 

way of releasing excess energy from the primary product ions.  Product ions, 

themselves, are not activated. These differences in activation in the two 

instruments could certainly affect the STEP ratios.  Since the product ion area 

in the high energy spectrum is in the numerator of the STEP equation, 

primary product ions, which have relatively lower abundance in the triple 

quadrupole experiments, would be expected to have smaller overall STEP 

values. 

In addition to optimizing the collision energy applied, the effect of 

collision gas pressure was also investigated.  All of the data described above 

were collected using a gas pressure of 0.4 mTorr Ar.  When the modifications 

to the STEP analysis protocol were applied using other collision gas 
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pressures, including 0.2 mTorr, 0.5 mTorr, and 1.4 mTorr, fewer correct 

assignments for the product ions were obtained.  Therefore, we verified that 

0.4mTorr was the best collision gas pressure to use, based on the fact that it 

gave the maximum number of correctly identified primary and secondary ions 

for all four compounds analyzed in this study. The STEP values for the rest of 

the compounds described below were obtained when the collision gas 

pressure was maintained at 0.4 mTorr.   

 The trends for STEP ratios for the second peptide in this study, 

YGGFL were similar to the trends observed for the peptide VEPIPY, 

described above. The spectrum and STEP values corresponding to the 

peptide YGGFL can be found in Figure 4.3 and Table 4.2 respectively.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 : MS/MS data for the peptide, YGGFL.  All peaks are labeled 
as primary (10) or secondary (20) based on the results that were obtained 
from the STEP analysis 
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Table 4.2: STEP analysis versus validation data for three compounds  

 

*For the STEP analysis, primary and secondary ions are differentiated by using a Q-test (at 
the 90%Cl). The cut off between primary and secondary is represented by the horizontal line. 
The STEP values that defined the boundary are incorporated.   
**The primary and secondary ions were validated by double resonance experiments (DR), 
literature (ref) and reasonable arguments based on the structure (ST) 
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There were five ions, m/z 425 (b4), m/z 538 (loss of water), m/z 336 

(y3), m/z 279 (y2) m/z 397 (a4), which were identified as primary ions, having 

STEP ratios less than 1. Except for m/z 397, the rest of the ions have been 

previously confirmed to result from primary fragmentation.16 The ion, m/z 397, 

which had previously been classified as a secondary ion,16 had quite low 

STEP values in this analysis. This ion had even lower STEP values when the 

experiments were performed using the conditions that were previously 

developed on the ion trap MS (data not shown). Therefore even with 

modifications to the analysis, as described above, this ion could not be 

correctly identified. However, rest of the ions were correctly identified. In 

addition to m/z 397 two other ions m/z 510 (loss of H2O and CO) and m/z 278 

(b3) were identified from previous experiments as secondary ions. The ion at 

m/z 510 was not included in the analysis because its abundance was less 

than 3% in the triple quadrupole MS/MS data. The STEP analysis correctly 

identified m/z 278 to be a secondary ion. 

In addition to these ions, there were some newly identified ions that 

also originate from secondary fragmentation. For example, m/z 177, m/z 205, 

m/z 234 and m/z 262 match the internal fragments which correspond to GF-

28 Da, GF, GGF-28 Da, and GGF. Since two bonds must break for these ions 

to form, they must result from secondary fragmentation, and the STEP values 

confirm this scenario.  
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Finally, the ions m/z 193, 380, and 323 also appear in this analysis, 

and their origins can also be validated.  The ion at m/z 193 (a2) most likely 

comes from the b2 ion (m/z 221) after the loss of CO, since this is common 

fragmentation pathway that forms ‘a’ ions.24 Vachet et al. had previously 

found m/z 380 (a4 -17) to be a product ion of m/z 397 when MS3 experiments 

were performed on m/z 397, revealing that it is a secondary ion.5 It has also 

been confirmed from double resonance experiments that m/z 323 is formed 

from both m/z 380 and from m/z 397.5 Therefore m/z 323 has to be a result of 

secondary fragmentation and the STEP values are in agreement with this 

assignment.  In general, the STEP analysis was very effective at identifying 

whether the ions originated from primary or secondary fragmentation.   

In addition to the peptides, the STEP analysis was performed on two 

carbohydrates. The high energy MS/MS data corresponding to the first 

carbohydrate under study, M3N2 can be found in Figure 4.4.  

As can be seen from Table 4.2, all ion genealogies except for one 

were correctly identified by the STEP analysis. There were three ions that 

were identified from M3N2  from  previous studies as primary fragmentation 

products.16 All three ions (m/z 893 (-H2O), m/z 749 (y3) and m/z 690 (b3)) 

were identified as primary ions in this analysis as well. There were five ions 

that were identified as secondary from previous experiments. These ions (m/z 

587, m/z 528, m/z 425, m/z 731 and m/z 366) were also identified as 

secondary in this study. There were two ions that were not detected 
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previously, m/z 325 and m/z 407. The former ion corresponds to the 

disaccharide ion, [Hex-Hex]H+,  and the only way to produce this ion from the 

precursor is by breaking at least two bonds. Therefore this ion has to result 

from a secondary fragmentation. The latter ion corresponds to an ion 

containing two HexNAc’s, and this ion could have originated by cleaving one 

bond (z2) or as a secondary fragment from another ion, like m/z 749. The 

STEP analysis identified this ion as a secondary fragment, but that 

assignment cannot be verified at this time.  

 

 

Figure 4.4: MS/MS data for the carbohydrate M3N2.  All peaks are 
labeled as primary (10) or secondary (20) based on the results that were 
obtained from the STEP analysis 
 

The MS/MS data and the STEP data for the other carbohydrate, 

derivatized maltopentaose, can be found in Figure 4.5 and Table 4.2 

respectively. There were five ions (m/z 975, m/z 562, m/z 724, m/z 400 and 

m/z 886) that were confirmed to be from primary fragmentation from previous 

studies.16 These ions also had low STEP ratios when the analysis was 
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performed in the triple quadrupole, which indicates that they are primary ions. 

In addition to correctly confirming the primary ions, the STEP analysis was 

effective at identifying secondary ions.  Three secondary ions, (m/z 327, m/z 

489, m/z 651) that were previously classified as secondary, were identified 

correctly by the STEP analysis conducted on the triple quadrulope MS, each 

of the three times the analysis was conducted. The final secondary ion, m/z 

813 was also correctly identified two times, during the three replicate 

analyses.   

 

 

Figure 4.5: MS/MS data for the carbohydrate derivatized maltopentaose 
M3N2.  All peaks are labeled as primary (10) or secondary (20) based on 
the results that were obtained from the STEP analysis 
 

In summary, the STEP analysis method was validated on the triple 

quadrupole mass spectrometer using four compounds whose fragmentation 

properties have been well characterized previously. These four compounds 

produce a total of 108 product ions of known (primary or secondary) origin 
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when the analysis is conducted in triplicate and these ions can be used to test 

the effectiveness of the STEP analysis on the triple quadrupole mass 

spectrometer.  Of these 108 ions, 104 of them (96%) were correctly identified 

as primary or secondary, indicating that this analysis is effective for 

carbohydrates and peptides undergoing CID on a triple quadrupole mass 

spectrometer.   

 

4.5.   Conclusion 

This study demonstrated that the STEP method can be transferred 

from the quadrupole ion trap, to the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer, to 

differentiate primary and secondary ions in the triple quadrupole MS. The 

method transfer required overcoming some obstacles, due to the fundamental 

differences in the ion activation conditions between these two instruments.  

Initially, low STEP ratios were obtained for secondary ions, when the same 

experimental condition used in the ion trap were used to perform the 

experiments in the triple quadrupole MS.  As a result, the secondary ions 

were not identified correctly. Therefore new ion activation conditions were 

adapted to accommodate for the fragmentation differences between the two 

instruments. These modifications afforded the successful implementation of 

the method on the triple quadrupole MS. 
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5.1. Conclusion and future work 

Glycoproteins are an important class of bio-molecules that have a 

significant effect on the proper functioning of a protein. Specifically, the glycan 

structures on glycoproteins have been found to be responsible for this 

behavior. Hence the focus of the work presented herein has been to research 

methods that enhance the analysis of glycan structures on glycoproteins. All 

methods have been developed on a mass spectrometer, which is becoming a 

promising tool for bio-molecular analysis. Developing methods on this 

instrument is useful because it is a high throughput method capable of 

handling complex mixtures which is a significant improvement from other 

methods capable of doing the same analysis. 

There were two methods that were developed to obtain more structural 

information from glycans. The first method was performed by improving a 

derivatization reaction for glycans with less toxic reagents. This protocol not 

only provided more structural information but also enhanced the ionization 

efficiency in the mass spectrometer, and the reaction product could also be 

detected by optical detector because of the presence of a chromophore. The 

product was purified using a zip-tip or HPLC and there was a ~1000 fold 

improvement in the limit of detection when the purification was performed 

using HPLC. As for future work, it could be beneficial to use the method for 

glycans that are released from a complex glycoprotein.  
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The second method of obtaining structural information from glycans 

involved using a statistical method (statistical test of equivalent pathways-

STEP), which was originally developed on an ion trap mass spectrometer. 

This method was further extended to a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer, 

which is an instrument that is routinely being used. After performing 

modifications to the analysis, this method could differentiate primary product 

ions from secondary product ions, and this differentiation helps to decipher 

genealogy information. This method not only works for glycans but it also 

works for peptides as well. The STEP method can be further improved by 

trying to find conditions that could differentiate tertiary product ions from 

secondary product ions.  

The experimental conditions used for the first and the second methods 

are suited for glycans that are cleaved from glycoproteins. This is an excellent 

method of getting structural information, if the focus is only on glycans and 

not on the attachments site on the proteins. However, glycan structure alone 

cannot provide answers to questions regarding the functional significance of 

glycans structure. This is because glycans mediate different functions at 

different glycosylation sites. Therefore it is important to characterize glycans 

in a site specific manner so that glycan structure can be correlated to the 

function. 

 This information could be obtained by characterizing glycopeptides. 

This analysis is a relatively new method for glycan analysis, and for the first 
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time it was used for characterizing glycopeptides on a reproductive hormone,  

follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), obtained from the pituitaries of two 

mammalian species, human and horse. This hormone is a heterodimer 

consisting of two sub units having two glycosylation sites in each subunit. In 

addition, we wanted to see the differences of glycan structures between two 

mammalian species having similar amino acid sequences in their protein 

sequences. There were many site specific differences that were observed 

between species as well as between different sites on the same species. 

Currently, FSH derived from recombinant technology are being used for 

infertility treatment. Studies done so far have compared the differences 

between the pituitary glycans and recombinant glycans after they have been 

cleaved from the glycoprotein. Since different glycosylation sites play different 

functional roles it would be important to compare the glycans between the two 

forms in a site specific manner. These studies will facilitate the development 

of a better treatment for infertility.     

 
 
 




